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ON THE p-ADIC BEILINSON CONJECTURE FOR NUMBER
FIELDS.
AMNON BESSER, PAUL BUCKINGHAM, ROB DE JEU,
AND XAVIER-FRANC¸OIS ROBLOT
Dedicated to Jean-Pierre Serre on the occasion of his eightieth birthday.
Abstract. We formulate a conjectural p-adic analogue of Borel’s theorem re-
lating regulators for higher K-groups of number ﬁelds to special values of the
corresponding ζ-functions, using syntomic regulators and p-adic L-functions.
We also formulate a corresponding conjecture for Artin motives, and state a
conjecture about the precise relation between the p-adic and classical situa-
tions. Parts of the conjectures are proved when the number ﬁeld (or Artin
motive) is Abelian over the rationals, and all conjectures are veriﬁed numeri-
cally in some other cases.
1. Introduction
The Beilinson conjectures about special values of L-functions [2] are a far reach-
ing generalization of the class number formula for the Dedekind zeta function. For
every algebraic variety X over the rationals it predicts the leading term of the
Taylor expansions of L(Hi(X), s) at certain points, up to a rational multiple, in
terms of arithmetic information associated with X, namely, its algebraic K-groups
Kj(X) [43]. More generally, these conjectures can also be formulated for motives.
There have been several important steps taken towards verification of these con-
jectures in various cases, although, strictly speaking they have only been verified
completely in the case where X is the spectrum of a number field, where they follow
from famous theorems of Borel [10, 11].
To motivate what follows, let us briefly recall the conjecture that interests us
the most (for an introduction see [23, 46]). One associates with X two cohomology
groups. The first one is the Deligne cohomology HiD(X/R,R(n)), which is an R-
vector space. The second is “integral” motivic cohomology HiM (X/Z,Q(n)), which
may be defined as a certain subspace of K2n−i(X)⊗Z Q. There is a regulator map
defined by Beilinson,
(1.1) HiM (X/Z,Q(n))→ HiD(X/R,R(n)) .
If 2n > i + 1 then detHiD(X/R,R(n)) has a rational structure coming from the
relations between HiD(XR,R(n)) and the de Rham and singular cohomology groups
of X [46, p.30].
The first part of the conjecture is that the map in (1.1) induces an isomorphism
between the lefthand side tensored with R and the righthand side, and consequently
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provides a second rational structure on detHiD(X/R,R(n)). The second part of the
conjecture states that, assuming a suitable functional equation for L(Hi−1(X), s),
these two rational structures differ from each other by the leading term in the
Taylor expansion of L(Hi−1(X), s) at s = i−n. Because of the expected functional
equation one can reformulate the conjecture in terms of L(Hi−1(X), n) (see [2,
Corollary 3.6.2] or [31, 4.12]).
As mentioned before, this conjecture has only been verified in the case of number
fields, due to difficulties in the computation of motivic cohomology. What has been
verified in several other cases is a form of the conjecture in which one assumes
the first part. For this one finds dimR H
i
D(X/R,R(n)) elements of H
i
M (X/Z,Q(n)),
checks that their images under (1.1) are independent, hence should form a basis of
HiM (X/Z,Q(n)) according to the first part of the conjecture, and verifies the second
part using these elements.
The idea that there should be a p-adic analogue of Beilinson’s conjectures has
been around since the late 80’s. Such a conjecture was formulated and proved by
Gros in [29, 30] in the case of Artin motives associated with Dirichlet characters.
In the weak sense mentioned before, it was proved for certain CM elliptic curves
in [17] (where the relation with the syntomic regulator is proved in [4] and fur-
ther elucidated in [7]), and for elliptic modular forms it follows from Kato’s work
(see [47]).
The book [42] contains a very general conjecture about the existence and proper-
ties of p-adic L-functions, from which one can derive a p-adic Beilinson conjecture.
Rather than explain this in full detail we shall give a sketch of this conjecture
similar to the sketch above of the Beilinson conjecture.
For the p-adic Beilinson conjectures one has to replace Deligne cohomology with
syntomic cohomology [30, 41, 3], the Beilinson regulator with the syntomic regula-
tor, and L-functions with p-adic L-functions.
Syntomic cohomology Hisyn(Y, n) is defined for a smooth scheme Y of finite type
over a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic (0, p) with perfect
residue field. For the Q-variety X we obtain, for all but finitely many primes, a
map
(1.2) HiM (X/Z,Q(n))→ Hisyn(Y, n)
where Y is a smooth model for X over Zp. This cohomology group is a Qp-vector
space.
The theory of p-adic L-functions starts with Kubota and Leopoldt’s p-adic ζ-
function [35], ζp(s), which is defined by interpolating special values of complex
valued Dirichlet L-functions. This principle has been extended to ζ- and L-functions
in various situations, resulting in corresponding p-adic functions for totally real
number fields [1, 15, 22], CM fields [32, 33] and modular forms [37]. (Given the
occasion, let us note that the approach of Deligne and Ribet using modular forms
was initiated by Serre [48].)
The p-adic Beilinson conjecture therefore has many similarities with its complex
counterpart. However, there is a very important difference. In general, when 2n >
i+1, there is no hope that (1.2) induces an isomorphism after tensoring the lefthand
side with Qp. To see this, consider a number field k with ring of algebraic integers
Ok. By Borel’s theorem (see Theorem 2.2) we have, in accordance with Beilinson’s
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conjectures,
dimQ H
1
M (Spec(k)/Z,Q(n)) =
{
r2 when n ≥ 2 is even
r1 + r2 when n ≥ 2 is odd
with r1 (resp. 2r2) the number of real (resp. complex) embeddings of k. Thus,
motivic cohomology “knows” about the number of real and complex embeddings
of k, as does, by its definition, Deligne cohomology, which in this case becomes
H1D(Spec(k)/R,R(n))
∼= {(xσ)σ:k→C in R(n − 1)r1+2r2 such that xσ = xσ}. But
syntomic cohomology, which depends only on the completion of k at p, does not.
In this case, we obtain H1syn(Spec(Ok ⊗Z Zp), n) ∼= Qr1+2r2p .
The solution to this problem suggested in [42] is to make the p-adic L-function
depend on a subspace of syntomic cohomology which is complementary to the
image of the regulator. While this might seem artificial, there are other reasons for
choosing this solution. In most cases one chooses a particular subspace and obtains
a special case of the conjecture.
In the important special case of a totally real number field, or more generally an
Artin motive over Q, associated with a Galois representation whose kernel is totally
real (let us call these totally real Artin motives), no such subspace is required when
n ≥ 2 is odd (see Proposition 3.12). The same holds for Artin motives where the
conjugacy class of complex conjugation acts as multiplication by −1 and n ≥ 2 is
even (we may think of those as the “negative part” of CM Artin motives).
If χ denotes the character associated with either representation, then the Beilin-
son conjecture relates the regulator of K2n−1 with the Artin L-function of χ at n.
For the p-adic L-functions one has to consider χ ⊗ ω1−np with ωp the Teichmu¨ller
character for the prime number p. Then the fixed field of the kernel of the rep-
resentation underlying χ ⊗ ω1−np is totally real, and it is perhaps no coincidence
that in precisely this case the existence of a p-adic L-function that is not identicaly
zero has been established, by [1, 15, 22] for the case of fields and by [28] for Artin
motives.
The goal of the present work is to describe in detail the conjectures for the cases
of totally real fields, totally real Artin motives, as well as the “negative part” of
CM Artin motives, and describe the (conjectural) relation between the classical and
p-adic conjectures. We test everything numerically in several cases, and also deduce
most of the conjectures for Abelian Artin motives from work by Coleman [16].
There have been several developments that allow us to carry out this numerical
verification. In [19] de Jeu proved part of Zagier’s conjecture concerning a more
explicit description of the K-theory (tensored with Q) of number fields (see Sec-
tion 4). While this conjecture is not known to give the K-theory of such fields
in all cases, it does in practice. Thus it provides a way of computing them, and
Paul Buckingham wrote a computer implementation for this. In [5] Besser and
de Jeu computed the syntomic regulator for (essentially) the part of the K-theory
of a number field described by Zagier’s conjecture and showed that it is given by
applying the p-adic polylogarithm. Those p-adic polylogarithms were invented by
Coleman [16] using his theory of p-adic integration but are not so easy to compute.
In [6] Besser and de Jeu devised an algorithm for this computation. Taken together,
these developments allow us to compute (1.1) and (1.2) for number fields. Finally,
building on earlier work in [45], Roblot has dealt with the computational aspects
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of computing p-adic L-functions for Abelian characters over Q or a real quadratic
field [44].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall Borel’s theorem as
well as various facts about L-functions and p-adic L-functions, and formulate a
conjectural p-adic analogue of Borel’s theorem. In Section 3 we introduce Artin
motives with coefficients in a number field E in terms of representations of the Ga-
lois group, determine when the Q-dimension of the left-hand side of (1.2) equals the
Qp-dimension of the right-hand side (corresponding to equality in Proposition 3.12),
define both classical and p-adic L-functions with coefficients in E, and formulate the
motivic Beilinson conjecture with coefficients in E, Conjecture 3.18, a small part of
which is the same as a conjecture by Gross. In Section 4 we describe the set-up for
finding elements in the K-groups of number fields using Zagier’s conjecture, and
the classical and p-adic regulators on them. We also prove most of Conjecture 3.18
for Abelian Artin motives over Q (Proposition 4.17 and Remark 4.18). In Section 5
we discuss a few computational aspects of implementing Zagier’s conjecture and
describe the Artin motives that we consider later for the numerical examples, and
in the process prove Gross’s conjecture for Artin motives obtained from S3 and
D8-extensions of Q. Then in Section 6 we sketch how the p-adic L-functions can
be computed in certain cases, and make the required Brauer induction explicit for
the Artin motives we want to consider. Finally, the last section is devoted to the
results of the numerical calculations for examples.
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Bell companies Fellowship and the James D. Wolfensohn fund for financial support
while at the institute. Finally, the authors would like to thank Alfred Weiss for
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Notation
Throughout the paper, for an Abelian group A we let AQ denote A⊗Z Q. If B is a
subgroup of C and n an integer then we let B(n) = (2πi)nB ⊆ C We normalize the
absolute value | · |p on the field of p-adic numbers Qp in such a way that |p|p = p−1,
and use the same notation for its extensions to an algebraic closure Qp and Cp = Qˆp.
2. The p-adic Beilinson conjecture for totally real fields
Let k be a number field with r1 real embeddings, 2r2 complex embeddings,
ring of algebraic integers Ok, and discriminant Dk. As is well-known, O∗k is a
finitely generated Abelian group of rank r = r1 + r2 − 1, and its regulator R
satisfies w
√|Dk|Ress=1ζk(s) = 2r1(2π)r2 |Cl(Ok)|R, with Cl(Ok) the class group
of Ok, and w the number of roots of unity in k. Because K0(Ok) ∼= Cl(Ok) ⊕ Z
and K1(Ok) ∼= O∗k, so |Cl(Ok)| = |K0(Ok)tor| and w = |K1(Ok)tor|, this can be
interpreted as a statement about the K-theory of Ok, and it is from this point
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of view that it can be generalized to ζk(n) for n ≥ 2. Namely, in [43], Quillen
proved that Km(Ok) is a finitely generated Abelian group for all m. Borel in [10]
computed its rank when m ≥ 2. For m even this rank is zero, but for odd m it is
r1+ r2 or r2, and in [11] he showed that a suitably defined regulator of K2n−1(Ok)
is related to ζk(n). Since K2n−1(Ok) ∼→ K2n−1(k) when n ≥ 2 we can rephrase
his results for K2n−1(Ok) in terms of K2n−1(k). Also, we replace Borel’s regulator
map regB : K2n−1(C)→ R(n−1) (n ≥ 2) with Beilinson’s regulator map reg∞ (see
[46, § 4]), which is half the Borel map regulator by [12, Theorem 10.9]. Because
k ⊗Q C ∼= ⊕σ:k→CC, and n > dimSpec(k ⊗ C), we obtain by [46, p.9]
(2.1)
H1D(Spec(k ⊗ C)/R,R(n)) ∼= H0(Spec(k ⊗ C)/R,R(n− 1))
∼=
( ⊕
σ:k→C
R(n− 1)
)+
,
which consists of those (xσ)σ with xσ = xσ. Finally, for any embedding σ : k → C
we let σ∗ : K2n−1(k)→ K2n−1(C) be the induced map.
Theorem 2.2. (Borel) Let k be a number field of degree d, with r1 real embeddings
and 2r2 complex embeddings, and let n ≥ 2. Then the rank mn of K2n−1(k) equals
r2 if n is even and r1 + r2 if n is odd. Moreover, the map
(2.3)
K2n−1(k)→
⊕
σ:k→C
R(n− 1)
α 7→ (reg∞ ◦ σ∗(α))σ
embeds K2n−1(k)/torsion as a lattice in (⊕σR(n − 1))+ ∼= Rmn , and the volume
Vn(k) of a fundamental domain of this lattice satisfies
(2.4) ζk(n)
√
|Dk| = qπn(d−mn)Vn(k)
for some q in Q∗.
Remark 2.5. In Theorem 2.2 mn = 0 precisely when k is totally real and n ≥ 2
is odd. In this case the given relation holds (with Vn(k) = 1) by the Siegel-Klingen
theorem [40, Chapter VII, Corollary 9.9].
This theorem is equivalent with Beilinson’s conjecture for k. In order to deal
with this in detail (see Remarks 2.20 and 3.24) and in order to introduce p-adic
L-functions we recall some facts about Artin L-functions [40, Chapter VII, § 10-12].
Let k be a number field, d = [k : Q], and let χ be a C-valued Artin character of
Gal(k/k). For a prime number ℓ we define
Eulℓ(s, χ, k) =
∏
l|ℓ
Eull(s, χ, k)
where Eull(s, χ, k) is the reciprocal of the Euler factor for l and the product is over
primes l of k lying above ℓ. Then for s ∈ C with Re(s) > 1 we can write the Artin
L-function of χ as
L(s, χ, k) =
∏
ℓ
Eulℓ(s, χ, k)
−1 .
For an infinite place v of k we let
Lv(s, χ, k) =
{
LC(s)
χ(1) when v is complex,
LR(s)
n+LR(s+ 1)
n− when v is real,
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where LR(s) = π
−s/2Γ(s/2), LC(s) = 2(2π)
−sΓ(s) and n± = d2χ(1)±
∑
v
1
2χ(Frw),
with the sum taken over the real places v of k and Frw the generator of the image
of Gal(C/R) in Gal(k/k) corresponding to any extension w : k → C of v. Then
Λ(s, χ, k) = L(s, χ, k)
∏
v|∞
Lv(s, χ, k)
extends to a meromorphic function, satisfying the functional equation (cf. [40, p.
541])
Λ(s, χ, k) =W (χ)C(χ, k)1/2C(χ, k)−sΛ(1− s, χ, k)
with W (χ) a constant of absolute value 1 and C(χ, k) = |Dk|χ(1)Nmk/Q(f(χ, k)) for
f(χ, k) the Artin conductor of χ. Therefore
(2.6)
L(1− s, χ, k) =W (χ)C(χ, k)s− 12 (2(2π)−sΓ(s))dχ(1)
× (cos(πs/2))n+(sin(πs/2))n−L(s, χ, k) .
Following [28, pp. 80–81] we shall now describe a p-adic L-function Lp(s, χ, k)
when k is a totally real number field, p a prime and χ : Gal(k/k)→ Qp a suitable
Artin character. We begin with the case of 1-dimensional Artin characters.
If σ : Qp → C is any isomorphism then σ ◦ χ is a complex Artin character, so
we have the Artin L-function L(s, σ ◦ χ, k). We may also view χ as a character of
a suitable ray class group, so by [40, Corollary 9.9 and page 509] all L(m,σ ◦ χ, k)
for m ∈ Z≤0 are in Q(σ ◦ χ) and the values
(2.7) L∗(m,χ, k) = σ−1(L(m,σ ◦ χ, k))
are independent of the choice of σ.
In the same way, we define
(2.8) Eul∗ℓ (m,χ, k) = σ
−1(Eulℓ(m,σ ◦ χ, k)) ,
which is clearly independent of the choice of σ. To construct the p-adic L-function
one finds a p-adic analytic or meromorphic function on an open ball around 0 that
interpolates the values L∗(m,χ, k). For 1-dimensional χ with the fixed field kχ of
its kernel totally real this was achieved independently by Deligne and Ribet [22],
Barsky [1], and Cassou-Nogue`s [14, 15]. We shall sketch a proof of the following
theorem and Remark 2.13 below in Section 6. (When kχ is not totally real the
p-adic L-function is identically zero since the values interpolated are all zero by the
functional equation of the L-function.)
Theorem 2.9. For p prime, let B in Cp be the open ball with centre 0 and radius
qp−1/(p−1) where q = p if p > 2 and q = 4 if p = 2. If k is a totally real number
field and χ : Gal(k/k) → Qp a 1-dimensional Artin character, then there exists a
unique Cp-valued function Lp(s, χ, k) on B satisfying the following properties:
(1) Lp(s, χ, k) is analytic if χ is non-trivial and meromorphic with at most a
simple pole at s = 1 if χ is trival;
(2) if m is a negative integer such that m ≡ 1 modulo ϕ(q) then
Lp(m,χ, k) = Eul
∗
p(m,χ, k)L
∗(m,χ, k) .
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If χ : Gal(k/k) → Qp is any Artin character then by Brauer’s induction theo-
rem [40, (10.3)] there exist 1-dimensional Artin characters χ1, . . . , χt on subgroups
G1, . . . , Gt of Gal(k/k) of finite index, and integers a1, . . . , at, such that
(2.10) χ =
t∑
i=1
aiInd
Gal(k/k)
Gi
(χi) .
If kχ is totally real then we can assume that the same holds for the fixed fields ki
of the Gi, and we define the p-adic L-function of χ by
(2.11) Lp(s, χ, k) =
t∏
i=1
Lp(s, χi, ki)
ai ,
which is a meromorphic function on B (see Section 6). For any negative integerm ≡
1 modulo ϕ(q) the value Lp(m,χ, k) is defined and equals Eul
∗
p(m,χ, k)L
∗(m,χ, k)
by well-known properties of Artin L-functions (see [40, Prop. 10.4(iv)]), showing
the function is independent of how we express χ as a sum of induced 1-dimensional
characters.
Remark 2.12. In [28], Greenberg proves that the Main Conjecture of Iwasawa
theory implies the p-adic Artin conjecture, that is, that the p-adic L-function of an
Artin character χ is analytic on the open ball B if it does not contain the trivial
character, and has at most a simple pole at s = 1 otherwise. It therefore follows
from the proof of the Main Conjecture by Mazur and Wiles [38] for p odd that
Lp(n, χ, k) for p 6= 2 is defined for all integers n 6= 1. In particular, the values of
the p-adic L-functions in Conjecture 2.17 below exist by Theorem 2.9, and those in
Conjecture 3.18 exist when p 6= 2 but have to be assumed to exist when p = 2.
Remark 2.13. Let Wp ⊂ Z∗p be the subgroup of (p − 1)-th roots of unity if p is
odd and let W2 = {±1}. The Teichmu¨ller character on Gal(k/k) is defined as the
composition
(2.14) ωp : Gal(k/k)→ Gal(Q/Q)→ Gal(Q(µq)/Q) ∼→ (Z/qZ)∗ ∼→Wp ,
where the last map sends an element of (Z/qZ)∗ to the unique element of Wp
to which it is congruent modulo q. For an Artin character χ : Gal(k/k) → Qp
and an integer l, χωlp is also an Artin character. If m ≤ 0 satisfies l + m ≡ 1
modulo ϕ(q) and either χ is 1-dimensional or kχ is totally real then Lp(m,χω
l
p, k) =
Eul∗p(m,χ, k)L
∗(m,χ, k).
The p-adic Beilinson conjecture is going to predict the special values of p-adic
L-functions in terms of a p-adic regulator. The required regulator is the syntomic
regulator [3, Theorem 7.5]. Let F be a complete discretely valued field of charac-
teristic 0 with perfect residue field of characteristic p and let X be a scheme that is
smooth and of finite type over the valuation ring OF . Then the above mentioned
paper associates to X its rigid syntomic cohomologies Hisyn(X,n), as well as syn-
tomic regulators (i.e., Chern characters) regp : K2n−i(X) → Hisyn(X,n). In this
work, unlike in [3], we shall need to change the base field F . We therefore prefer
to denote the syntomic cohomology by Hisyn(X/OF , n). For the formulation of the
conjecture the following basic fact is required.
Lemma 2.15. We have H1syn(Spec(OF )/OF , n) ∼= F , for all n > 0 and conse-
quently we have a syntomic regulator regp : K2n−1(OF ) → F . Furthermore, the
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map regp commutes in the obvious way with finite extensions of fields and with
automorphisms of such fields, provided that their residue fields are algebraic over
the prime field.
Proof. The first claim follows from part 3 of [3, Proposition 8.6]. For the second
claim we note that by part 4 of the same proposition we have in this case an
isomorphism between syntomic and modified syntomic cohomology (the latter only
exists under the additional assumption on the residue field). The compatibility
with finite base changes now follows from the same result for modified syntomic
cohomology in [3, Proposition 8.8]. The same holds for automorphisms, although
not explicitly stated in the above reference, since the relevant base change results,
e.g., Proposition 8.6.4, hold for this type of base change as well. 
As a consequence of the lemma we can also, by abuse of notation, define for any
complete discretely valued subfield F ⊂ Qp the regulator regp : K2n−1(OF ) → F .
In [5], two of the authors of the present work showed how one can sometimes
compute the map regp by using p-adic polylogarithms.
We now restrict our attention to a totally real number field k with [k : Q] = d.
Our goal will be to formulate a conjecture that is the p-adic analogue of Theorem 2.2
for K2n−1(k) with n ≥ 2. Since this K-group is torsion when n is even but has
rank d when n is odd, we only consider odd n ≥ 2.
In preparation for the more general construction that will follow in Section 3 let
us first reformulate Theorem 2.2 in this special case. Let a1, . . . , ad form a Z-basis
of Ok and let σ∞1 , . . . , σ∞d be the embeddings of k into C. Then we define D1/2,∞k =
det(σ∞i (aj)), a real root of the discriminant of k. Similarly, if α1, . . . , αd form a
Z-basis of K2n−1(k)/torsion then we let Rn,∞(k) = det(reg∞ ◦ σ∞i∗ (αj)). Then
D
1/2,∞
k and Rn,∞(k) are well-defined up to sign, and the relation in Theorem 2.2
in this case is equivalent with
(2.16) ζk(n)D
1/2,∞
k = q(n, k)Rn,∞(k)
with q(n, k) in Q∗.
Now let F ⊂ Qp be the topological closure of the Galois closure of k embedded
in Qp in any way. If σ
p
1 , . . . , σ
p
d are the embeddings of k into F then D
1/2,p
k =
det(σpi (aj)) is a root in F of the discriminant of k. For σ : k → F an embedding
we denote the induced map K2n−1(k) → K2n−1(F ) by σ∗. Then we define a p-
adic regulator in F by Rn,p(k) = det(regp ◦ σpi∗(αj)). Both D1/2,pk and Rn,p(k) are
well-defined up to sign.
Remark 2.13 suggests that the role of ζk(n) in a p-adic analogue of Theorem 2.2
should be played by Lp(n, ω
1−n
p , k)/Eulp(n, k) where ζk(s) =
∏
l Eull(s, k)
−1 for
Re(s) > 1, so we can hope that
Lp(n, ω
1−n
p , k)D
1/2,p
k = qp(n, k) Eulp(n, k)Rn,p(k)
for some qp(n, k) in Q
∗.
More precisely, because Rn,∞(k)/D
1/2,∞
k and Rn,p(k)/D
1/2,p
k are invariant under
reordering the σ∞i or σ
p
i , and transform in the same way if we change the bases of
Ok and K2n−1(k)/torsion, we can make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2.17. For k a totally real number field, p prime, and n ≥ 2 odd, we
have, with notation as above:
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(1) in F the equality
Lp(n, ω
1−n
p , k)D
1/2,p
k = qp(n, k) Eulp(n, k)Rn,p(k)
holds for some qp(n, k) in Q
∗;
(2) in fact, qp(n, k) = q(n, k);
(3) Lp(n, ω
1−n
p , k) and Rn,p(k) are non-zero.
As mentioned in the introduction, this, and the corresponding parts of Con-
jecture 3.18 below, can be deduced (with some effort) from a much more general
conjecture of Perrin-Riou [42, 4.2.2].
Remark 2.18. The conjecture is similar to the result that the residue of ζp(s, k) at
s = 1 is related to the Leopoldt regulator of O∗k through exactly the same formula as
for the residue of ζ(s, k) and the Dirichlet regulator [18], with part(4) corresponding
to the Leopoldt conjecture. However, we have not tried to determine if Colmez’s
normalization of the sign for the regulator is the same as here, especially given the
sign error in the proof of Lemma 4.3 in loc. cit. (see Section 6).
Remark 2.19. We can use a basis of a subgroup of finite index ofK2n−1(k)/torsion
in the definition of Rn,∞(k) and Rn,p(k), or even a Q-basis of K2n−1(k)Q, without
affecting the rationality of q(n, k), qp(n, k) or their equality. Similarly we can replace
the Z-basis of Ok with a Q-basis of k in the definitions of D1/2,∞k and D1/2,pk .
Remark 2.20. As is well-known, for k and n as in Conjecture 2.17, by (2.6)
ζk(s) at s = 1 − n has a zero of order d and the first non-zero coefficient in its
Taylor expansion, ζ♯k(1−n), equals (2πi)d(1−n)((n−1)!/2)dDn−1/2k ζk(n). If we take
D
1/2,∞
k = D
1/2
k in (2.16) then we obtain
ζ♯k(1− n) = ((n− 1)!/2)dq(n, k)Dn−1k R˜n,∞(k)
for Beilinson’s renormalized regulator R˜n,∞(k) = (2πi)
d(1−n)Rn,∞(k). In computer
calculations ((n− 1)!/2)dq(n, k)Dn−1k often has only relatively small prime factors,
so the larger prime factors in q(n, k) correspond to D1−nk . This phenomenon also
occurs in the calculations for Conjecture 3.18 below (see Remark 7.8).
Remark 2.21. (1) The thought that Lp(n, ω
1−n
p , k) is non-zero for n ≥ 2 and odd
when k is a totally real Abelian extension of Q is mentioned by C. Soule´ in [50,
3.4].
(2) F. Calegari [13] (see also [8]) proved that, for p = 2 and 3, ζp(3), which in
those cases equals Lp(3, ω
−2
p ,Q), is irrational. (More results along these lines are
described in Remark 3.20(3).)
(3) Parts (1) and (2) of Conjecture 2.17 hold when k is a totally real Abelian
number field, and in fact the corresponding parts of a much stronger conjecture
that we shall describe in Section 3 hold for cyclotomic fields (see Proposition 4.17).
(4) We numerically verified part (3) of Conjecture 2.17, and its more refined
version Conjecture 3.18(4) below, in certain cases; see Remark 4.19 and Section 7.
3. A motivic version of the conjecture
If E is any extension of Q, and k/Q is finite and Galois with Galois group G,
then we let ME = E ⊗Q k and K2n−1(k)E = E ⊗Q K2n−1(k)Q, which are E[G]-
modules. The goal of this section is to refine Conjecture 2.17 to a conjecture for
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Artin motives with coefficients in E, or equivalently, idempotents in the group ring
E[G], when E is a number field.
Definition 3.1. For an idempotent π inE[G] we letMEπ = πM
E andK2n−1(M
E
π ) =
πK2n−1(k)E .
Now fix an embedding φ∞ : k → C. The pairing G × k → C mapping (σ, a) to
φ∞(σ(a)) leads to an E-bilinear pairing
(3.2)
E[G]×ME → E ⊗Q C
(eσ, e′ ⊗ a) 7→ ee′ ⊗ φ∞(σ(a)) .
and we consider its restriction
( · , · )∞ : E[G]π ×MEπ → E ⊗Q C .
Similarly, replacing φ∞ with a fixed embedding φp : k → Qp we obtain
( · , · )p : E[G]π ×MEπ → E ⊗Q F .
where F ⊂ Qp is the topological closure of φp(k), which is independent of φp since
k/Q is Galois.
Lemma 3.3. Let π in E[G] be an idempotent. Then dimE(M
E
π ) = dimE(E[G]π).
Proof. Since π2 = π, (3.2) is identically 0 on E[G]π×ME1−π and E[G](1−π)×MEπ .
But the determinant of this pairing is, up to multiplication by E∗, equal to D
1/2,∞
k ,
hence non-zero. This implies the lemma. 
We now introduce pairings similar to (·, ·)∞ and (·, ·)p but replacing MEπ with
K2n−1(M
E
π ). If we denote the map K2n−1(k)Q → K2n−1(C)Q induced by φ∞ by
φ∞∗ and let Φ∞ be the composition with the Beilinson regulator map reg∞ for C,
Φ∞ = reg∞ ◦ φ∞∗ : K2n−1(k)Q → K2n−1(C)Q → R(n− 1) ⊂ C ,
then the pairing G ×K2n−1(k)Q → C given by mapping (σ, α) to Φ∞(σ(α)) gives
rise to an E-bilinear pairing
(3.4)
E[G]×K2n−1(ME)→ E ⊗Q C
(eσ, e′ ⊗ α) 7→ ee′ ⊗ Φ∞(σ(α))
and we consider its restriction
[ · , · ]∞ : E[G]π ×K2n−1(MEπ )→ E ⊗Q C .
By Lemma 2.15 and the definition of F the syntomic regulator gives us
regsyn : K2n−1(OF )Q → F .
If we write φp∗ for the composition K2n−1(k)Q ∼= K2n−1(Ok)Q → K2n−1(OF )Q,
with the second map induced by φp : k → F , and let Φp be the composition
regsyn ◦ φp∗ : K2n−1(k)Q → K2n−1(F )Q → F ,
then we can similarly obtain a pairing
[ · , · ]p : E[G]π ×K2n−1(MEπ )→ E ⊗Q F .
We now fix ordered E-bases of E[G]π, MEπ , and K2n−1(M
E
π ).
Definition 3.5. For ∗ = ∞ or p we let D(MEπ )1/2,∗ be the determinant of the
pairing (·, ·)∗, computed with respect to our fixed bases of E[G]π and MEπ .
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Note that D(MEπ )
1/2,∞ is non-zero by the proof of Lemma 3.3, and the same
argument works for D(MEπ )
1/2,p.
Definition 3.6. If dimE(E[G]π) equals dim(K2n−1(M
E
π )) then for ∗ =∞ or p we
let Rn,∞(M
E
π ) be the determinant of the pairing [·, ·]∗, computed with respect to
our fixed bases of E[G]π and K2n−1(M
E
π ).
For future use we prove the following.
Lemma 3.7. If dimE(E[G]π) = dim(K2n−1(M
E
π )) then
(1) Rn,∞(M
E
π )/D(M
E
π )
1/2,∞ is independent of the basis of E[G]π, of φ∞, and
lies in E ⊗ R;
(2) Rn,p(M
E
π )/D(M
E
π )
1/2,p is independent of the basis of E[G]π, of φp, and
lies in E ⊗Qp.
Proof. We prove the second statement, the proof of the first being entirely similar.
Choosing a different E-basis of E[G]π corresponds to letting an E-linear transfor-
mation act on E[G]π, and in the given quotient the resulting determinant cancels.
Since k/Q is Galois we get all possible embeddings of k into Qp by replacing φp
with φp ◦ σ for σ in G. For both Rn,p(ME) and D1/2,p(ME) this corresponds to
letting σ act on E[G]π, and the resulting determinant cancels as before. That the
quotient lies in E ⊗ Qp follows because it lies in E ⊗ F and we have just proved
that it is invariant under Gal(F/Qp) by Lemma 2.15. 
We now investigate when the two dimensions in Definition 3.6 are equal. The
answer is given by Proposition 3.12 below, but we need some preliminary results.
Proposition 3.8. If k/Q is a finite Galois extension with Galois group G and π
is an idempotent in E[G] then dimE(K2n−1(M
E
π )) ≤ dimE(E[G]π). Equality holds
precisely when any (hence every) τ in the image in G of the conjugacy class of
complex conjugation in Gal(Q/Q) acts by (−1)n−1 on E[G]π.
Proof. For the statement we can first replace E by a finitely generated subfield
since π contains only finitely many elements of E, next embed E into C and use
this embedding to enlarge E to C. So we may assume that E = C.
According to Theorem 2.2 the pairing (3.4) gives an injection
(3.9)
R⊗Q K2n−1(k)Q → R[G]∨ = HomR(R[G],R)
α 7→ fα with fα(σ) = 1
(2πi)n−1
Φ∞(σ(α))
and by extending the coefficients we get an injection C ⊗Q K2n−1(k)Q → C[G]∨.
The image of π(K2n−1(k)Q⊗Q C) under the last map vanishes on C[G](1−π) since
(1−π)π = 0 so that πK2n−1(k)Q⊗QC injects into (C[G]/C[G](1−π))∨ ∼= (C[G]π)∨,
which proves our first inequality.
As for equality, we know by Theorem 2.2 that (3.9) has as its image the subspace
of R[G]∨ where, under the action of Gal(Q/Q) on R[G]∨ via (σ˜f)(σ) = f(σ˜−1σ),
the conjucagy class of complex conjugation in Gal(Q/Q) acts as multiplication by
(−1)n−1. The same will therefore hold with complex coefficients. Since any element
τ in the conjugacy class of complex conjugation has order 1 or 2, C[G]π decomposes
into eigenspaces for the eigenvalues ±1 and the desired equality can only hold if τ
acts as multiplication by (−1)n−1 on all of C[G]π. 
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We now determine precisely when the equality of dimensions as in Proposition 3.8
can occur, and for this we need a preliminary result.
Proposition 3.10. Let ψ be a representation of Gal(Q/Q) over Q that factorizes
through the Galois group of a finite Galois extension of Q and for which ψ(τ) acts as
multiplication by (−1)n−1 for any τ in the conjugacy class of complex conjugation
in Gal(Q/Q). Then the fixed field of Ker(ψ) is a finite Galois extension of Q that
is totally real if n is odd, and CM if n is even.
Proof. That the fixed field k of Ker(ψ) is a finite Galois extension of Q is clear.
When n is odd ψ(τ) = 1 for any τ in the conjugacy class of complex conjugation
so that k is totally real. For even n we let ω be the composition Gal(Q/Q) →
Gal(Q(µ4)/Q)
∼→ {±1} ⊂ Q∗. Then Ker(ψω) contains τ and Ker(ψ) ∩ Ker(ω),
hence its fixed field is a totally real Galois extension k+ of Q, contained in k(µ4).
Similarly k is contained in the CM field k+(µ4) so, since k is not totally real, it
must be CM. 
Remark 3.11. For a CM field k with k/Q Galois, its maximal totally real subfield
is Galois over Q and is the fixed field of an element of order two in the centre of
Gal(k/Q), which we shall refer to as the complex conjugation of k.
Proposition 3.12. Let k/Q be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G,
E any extension of Q, and π an idempotent of E[G]. Let k′ be the fixed field
of the kernel of the representation of G on E[G]π. Then for n ≥ 2 the equality
dimE(E[G]π) = dimE(K2n−1(M
E
π )) holds precisely in the following cases:
(1) k′ is totally real and n is odd;
(2) k′ is a CM field, n is even, and the complex conjugation of k′ acts on E[G]π
as multiplication by −1.
Proof. From Propositions 3.8 and 3.10 we see that there cannot be any other cases.
Conversely, by Proposition 3.8 equality holds in both. 
We now recall and introduce some terminology for later use.
Definition 3.13. Let G be a finite group and E any extension of Q.
(1) If π is a central idempotent of E[G] such that E[G]π is a minimal (non-zero)
2-sided ideal of E[G] then π is a primitive central idempotent.
(2) If π is a primitive central idempotent of E[G] such that E[G]π ∼= Mm(E)
as E-algebras for some m then we call a primitive idempotent correspond-
ing to π any element in E[G]π ⊆ E[G] that maps to a matrix in Mm(E)
that is conjugate to a matrix with 1 in the upper left corner and 0’s else-
where. (Since all automorphisms of Mm(E) as E-algebra are inner this is
independent of the isomorphism E[G]π ∼=Mm(E).)
Remark 3.14. (1) If E[G]π ∼= Mm(E) then any idempotent in E[G]π can be
written as a sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents corresponding to π as one
sees immediately by diagonalizing the matrix A that π maps to, which satisfies
A2 = A.
(2) If G = Gal(k/Q) and π is a primitive central idempotent of E[G] then the
dimensions of E[G]π˜ and π˜K2n−1(k)E are equal for some non-zero idempotent π˜
in E[G]π if and only if the same holds for one (hence any) primitive idempotent
corresponding to π. Indeed, the dimensions for π do not change if we replace it
with a conjugate in E[G], and they add up for sums of orthogonal idempotents.
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We now introduce L-functions, both classical and p-adic, in the following context.
Let E be a finite extension of Q, k a number field, and consider a character ψ of
a representation of G = Gal(k/k) on a finite dimensional E-vector space V that
factorizes through Gal(k/k′) for some finite extension k′ of k. Then for every
embedding σ : k → C we have the Artin L-function L(s, σ(ψ), k), with for every
prime P of k the reciprocal EulP(s, σ(ψ), k) of the Euler factor corresponding to P.
Under the natural isomorphism E ⊗Q C ∼→ ⊕σCσ the L(s, σ(ψ), k) correspond to
a canonical E ⊗Q C-valued L-function that we denote by L(s, ψ ⊗ id, k). Similarly,
for every prime P of k we have an E ⊗Q C-valued EulP(s, ψ⊗ id, k) corresponding
to the EulP(s, σ(ψ), k).
We now move on to the p-adic L-functions, and assume that k is totally real, p
a prime number, a any integer and ωp the Teichmu¨ller character Gal(Q/k) → Q∗p
(2.14). If τ : E → Qp is an embedding and kτ(ψ)ωap is totally real then from
Section 2 we have the p-adic L-function Lp(s, τ(ψ)ω
a
p , k), which is not identically
zero. In this case, using the natural isomorphism E ⊗Q Qp ∼→ ⊕τQp,τ , they give
us an E ⊗Q Qp-valued p-adic L-function on Zp or Zp \ {1} that we denote by
Lp(s, ψ ⊗ ωap , k).
Lemma 3.15. The values of Lp(s, ψ ⊗ ωap , k) are in E ⊗Q Qp.
Proof. Using Brauer induction for ψ (cf. (2.10)) it suffices to do prove this when ψ
is 1-dimensional. But then for each τ : E → Qp the function Lp(s, τ(ψ)ωap , k) can
be described as in (6.3) with l = −1, from which the result is clear. 
Remark 3.16. It follows from Remark 2.13 that Lp(s, ψ ⊗ ωap , k) satisfies
Lp(m,ψ ⊗ ωap , k) = Eulp(m,ψ ⊗ id, k)L(m,ψ ⊗ id, k)
for integers m ≤ 0 congruent to 1 − a modulo φ(q), where both sides lie in E =
E ⊗Q Q inside E ⊗Q Qp and E ⊗Q C respectively, and
Eulp(s, ψ ⊗ id, k) =
∏
P|p
EulP(s, ψ ⊗ id, k)
the product being over all primes of k dividing p.
Remark 3.17. If E = Q we shall identify E ⊗Q C with C, and write L(s, ψ, k),
etc., instead of L(s, ψ⊗ id, k), etc. Similarly we identify E⊗Q Qp with Qp and write
Lp(s, ψω
a
p , k) instead of Lp(s, ψ ⊗ ωap , k).
We now have all the ingredients for the generalization and refinement of Con-
jecture 2.17. Starting with a finite Galois extension k/Q with Galois group G,
E a finite extension of Q, and π an idempotent in E[G], we let ψπ be the nat-
ural representation of Gal(Q/Q) on E[G]π and χπ its associated character. If
dimE(E[G]π) = dimE(πK2n−1(k)E) for some n ≥ 2 then, for any prime p and any
embedding τ : E → Qp, τ(ψπ)ω1−np is trivial on the conjugacy class of complex con-
jugation in Gal(Q/Q) by Proposition 3.8. In particular, Qτ(ψpi)ω1−np is totally real
and therefore Lp(n, χπ⊗ id,Q) is not identically zero. With F ⊂ Qp the topological
closure of φp(k) as before, using ordered bases for E[G]π, M
E
π and K2n−1(M
E
π ), we
have D(MEπ )
1/2,∞ and the regulator Rn,∞(M
E
π ) in E ⊗ C as well as D(MEπ )1/2,p
and Rn,p(M
E
π ) in E ⊗ F .
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Conjecture 3.18. With notation as above, if dimE(E[G]π) = dimE(πK2n−1(k)E)
for some n ≥ 2, then
(1) in E ⊗Q C we have
L(n, χπ ⊗ id,Q)D(MEπ )1/2,∞ = e(n,MEπ )Rn,∞(MEπ )
for some e(n,MEπ ) in (E ⊗Q Q)∗;
(2) in E ⊗Q F we have
Lp(n, χπ⊗ω1−np ,Q)D(MEπ )1/2,p = ep(n,MEπ ) Eulp(n, χπ⊗ id,Q)Rn,p(MEπ )
for some ep(n,M
E
π ) in (E ⊗Q Q)∗;
(3) in fact, ep(n,M
E
π ) = e(n,M
E
π );
(4) Lp(n, χπ ⊗ ω1−np ,Q) and Rn,p(MEπ ) are units in E ⊗Q Qp and E ⊗Q F
respectively.
Remark 3.19. (1) One sees as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 that the validity of
each part of the conjecture is independent of the chosen bases of E[G]π, MEπ and
K2n−1(M
E
π ).
(2) Since E ⊗Q C ∼→ ⊕σEσ, where the sum is over all embeddings σ : E → C,
an identity in E ⊗Q C is equivalent to the corresponding identities for all such
embeddings. The same holds if we replace C with Qp.
In Remark 3.24 we shall make explicit how part (1) of this conjecture is equivalent
with Beilinson’s conjecture [2, Conjecture 3.4] for an Artin motive associated with
π. First, we make various remarks about its dependence on E, etc., and on its
relation with Conjecture 2.17.
Remark 3.20. (1) An equivalent for Conjecture 3.18(1) can be formulated for any
idempotent π if k/Q is any finite Galois extension (see the end of Section 5), in
which case it is a conjecture by Gross (see [39, p. 210]). In that case it was proved
by Beilinson if the action of G = Gal(k/Q) on E[G]π is Abelian (see loc. cit.). One
can deduce that it holds for any π in E[G] if this action factors through S3 or D8
(see Proposition 5.9).
(2) If the action of G on E[G] is Abelian then parts (1)-(3) of Conjecture 3.18
also hold for any π to which the conjecture applies (see Remark 4.18).
(3) Extending and simplifying earlier work by F. Calegari [13], F. Beukers in [8]
proved that ζp(2) is irrational when p = 2 or 3. This value equals Lp(2, χω
−1
p ,Q)
with χ the primitive character on (Z/4Z)∗ for p = 2, and the primitive character
on (Z/3Z)∗ for p = 3. Moreover, if χ is the odd primitive character on (Z/8Z)∗
then he also shows that L2(2, χω
−1
2 ,Q) is irrational. It follows that the conjecture
holds in full for π corresponding to the non-trivial representation of Gal(k/Q) and
n = 2 when (k, p) is one of (Q(
√−1), 2), (Q(√−2), 2) and (Q(√−3), 3).
(4) We have verified numerically that part (4) of the conjecture holds in certain
cases; see Remark 4.19 as well as Section 7.
Remark 3.21. (1) If π = π1+ · · ·+πm with π2i = πi and πiπj = 0 when i 6= j, then
the conjecture for π is implied by the conjecture for all πi becauseD(⊕iMEi )1,2/∞ =∏
iD(M
E
i )
1/2,∞, etc., as one easily sees by using bases.
(2) If π is in E[G] and E′ is an extension of E, then we may view π as an
element of E′[G] as well, and the conjectures for MEi and M
E′
i are equivalent: we
can use the same bases over E′ as over E, so that D(MEi )
1/2,∞ = D(ME
′
i )
1/2,∞
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in E ⊗C ⊆ E′ ⊗C, and the same holds for all the other ingredients (including the
L-functions).
(3) By comparing bases one sees immediately that if π and π′ are conjugate
under the action of E[G]∗ then the conjectures for π and for π′ are equivalent.
(4) If, for a primitive central idempotent πi of E[G], E[G]πi ∼=Mm(E) for some
m, and π is a primitive idempotent corresponding to πi, then the conjecture for
πi is implied by the conjecture for π. Indeed, we can decompose πi into a sum
of orthogonal primitive idempotents as in Remark 3.14(1), and the truth of the
conjecture for πi is implied by its truth for each such primitive idempotent. But
all such primitive idempotents are conjugate to π hence part (3) above applies.
Remark 3.22. If k/Q is a Galois extension with Galois group G and H a subgroup
of G with fixed field kH , then Km(k)
H
Q = Km(k
H)Q, a result known as Galois
descent. With πH = |H|−1
∑
h∈H h, an idempotent in E[G], this implies that
πHKm(k) = Km(k
H).
Remark 3.23. (1) Let k/Q be a Galois extension with Galois group G. If N
is a normal subgroup of G corresponding to k′ = kN and πN = |N |−1
∑
h∈N h,
then π2N = πN and the natural map φ : E[G] → E[G/N ] has kernel E[G](1− πN )
and induces an isomorphism E[G]πN → E[G/N ]. Indeed, it is clear that πN is
central in E[G] since N is normal in G and that 1 − πN is in the kernel of φ.
Also, since N acts trivially on E[G]πN this is an E[G/N ]-module generated by one
element, so its dimension over E cannot be bigger than |G/N |. Since φ is obviously
surjective our claims follow. Therefore in this situation for any idempotent π in
E[G/N ] there is a canonical idempotent π˜ lifting π to E[G]πN , and the natural
map E[G]π˜ → E[G/N ]π is an isomorphism of E[G]- and E[G/N ]-modules.
Then the statements of Conjecture 3.18 for π in E[G/N ] or for π˜ in E[G] are
equivalent. Namely,
π˜K2n−1(k)E = π˜πNK2n−1(k)E = π˜K2n−1(k
′)E = πK2n−1(k
′)E
inside K2n−1(k)E so that we can use the same bases for either side. The same holds
for π˜(E ⊗ k) and π(E ⊗ k′) inside E ⊗ k. Moreover, E[G]π˜ is the pullback to G of
the G/N -representation E[G/N ]π, so that L(s,E[G]π˜,Q) = L(s,E[G/N ]π,Q) and
similarly for the p-adic L-functions.
(2) If k is a totally real number field k let k˜ be its (totally real) Galois closure
over Q. Then k = k˜H for some subgroup H of G = Gal(k˜/Q), π = |H|−1∑h∈H h
is an idempotent in Q[G], and for n ≥ 2 odd Conjecture 3.18 for π is equivalent
to Conjecture 2.17 for k. Namely, K2n−1(k)Q = πK2n−1(k˜)Q ⊆ K2n−1(k˜)Q by Re-
mark 3.22 and πk˜ = k so that we can use the same Q-bases in each case. Moreover,
Q[G]π ∼= IndGH(1H) = Q[G]⊗Q[H] 1H with 1H the trivial 1-dimensional representa-
tion of H, as one easily sees by mapping β in Q[G]π to β⊗ v and∑σ aσσ⊗ (λv) to
λ
∑
σ aσσπ, {v} being a basis of 1H . By well-known properties of Artin L-functions
[40, Prop. 10.4(iv)] this implies that ζk(s) = L(n,Q[G]π,Q) and similarly for the
p-adic L-functions.
Remark 3.24. We make the relation between Conjecture 3.18(1) and Beilinson’s
conjecture [2, Conjecture 3.4] for (Artin) motives explicit since the relation between
the two elements of E∗ involved also shows up very explicitly in our computer
calculations, suggesting that the element for the formulation at s = 1−n is simpler
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than for our formulation at s = n (see Remark 7.8). We provide some details since
we could not find a detailed enough reference in the literature.
With notation as in Conjecture 3.18 and (2.6) we have
(3.25)
L(1− s, χ∨π ⊗ id,Q) =W (χ∨π ⊗ id)C(χ∨π ⊗ id)s−
1
2 (2(2π)−sΓ(s))χ
∨(1)
× (cos(πs/2))n+(sin(πs/2))n−L(s, χπ ⊗ id,Q) ,
with χ∨π the dual character of χπ,W (χ
∨
π⊗id) in E⊗C, and C(χ∨π⊗id) = C(χπ⊗id)
in Q∗. If m = dimE(E[G]π), then n
+ = m and n− = 0 for n odd, and n− = m
and n+ = 0 for n even. In either case L(s, χ∨π ⊗ id,Q) has a zero of order m at
s = 1− n. Moreover
(3.26) W (χ∨π ⊗ id)C(χ∨π ⊗ id)1/2 = enim(n−1)D(MEπ )1/2,∞
for some en in E
∗ = (E ⊗Q Q)∗ by [20, Propositions 5.5 and 6.5] since D1/2,∞ can
be taken to be the same for MEπ and the associated determinant representation
(cf. [31, p.360]). Hence the first non-vanishing coefficient in its Taylor expansion
around s = 1− n, L♯(1− n, χ∨π ⊗ id,Q), equals
δnen(2πi)
m(1−n)((n− 1)!/2)mC(χ∨π ⊗ id)n−1D(MEπ )1/2,∞L(n, χπ ⊗ id,Q)
with δn = (−1)m(n−1)/2 when n is odd, and δn = (−1)m(n+2)/2 when n is even. In
particular, Conjecture 3.18(1) is equivalent with
(3.27) L♯(1−n, χ∨π⊗id,Q) = δnen((n−1)!/2)mC(χ∨π⊗id)n−1e(n,MEπ )R˜n,∞(MEπ )
with the renormalized regulator R˜n,∞(M
E
π ) = (2πi)
m(1−n)Rn,∞(M
E
π ).
Let us compare this with Beilinson’s conjecture for a motive associated with π.
We associate motives covariantly to smooth projective varieties over Q as in [2,
§ 2.4]. The Galois group G acts on the left on k, hence on the right on Spec(k),
and we let Mπ be the motive corresponding to π under this action. Then G acts
on the left on the cohomology theories on Spec(k) as well as its K-theory, and after
tensoring with E the corresponding groups for Mπ are the images under π. Thus,
the relevant motivic cohomology of Mπ is H1M (Mπ/Z,Q(n)) = K2n−1(MEπ ).
We shall need the non-degenerate E-bilinear pairing
E[G]×
⊕
τ :k→C
E → E
(
∑
σ aσσ, (bτ )τ ) 7→
∑
σ aσbφ∞◦σ−1 .
It factors through the left E[G]-action on ⊕τE (given by σ((bτ )τ ) = (bτ◦σ−1)τ ),
hence is trivial on E[G](1− π)× π(⊕τE) and E[G]π× (1− π)(⊕τE). We therefore
obtain a non-degenerate E-bilinear pairing
(3.28) 〈 · , · 〉 : E[G]π × π(⊕τE)→ E
that identifies E[G]π and π(⊕τE) as dual E[G]-modules.
Tensoring (2.1) with E and applying π we get
H1D(Mπ/R,R(n)) ∼= π
( ⊕
τ :k→C
E ⊗ R(n− 1)) .
Note that the left hand side is a subspace of the right hand side by (2.1), but because
the regulator map (2.3) tensored with R is injective, and dimE(K2n−1(M
E
π )) =
dimE(E[G]π) = dimE(π(⊕τE)) by our assumption on π and sinceD(MEπ )1/2,∞ 6= 0
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(as was noticed right after Definition 3.5), equality must hold. For the Beilinson reg-
ulator we therefore have to compare the two E-structures on detH1D(Mπ/R,R(n))
coming from Betti cohomology,
H0B(Mπ/R,Q(n− 1)) ∼= π(
⊕
τ :k→C
E ⊗Q(n− 1)) ⊆ π( ⊕
τ :k→C
E ⊗ R(n− 1)) ,
and that induced by the Beilinson regulator map (2.3),
H1M (Mπ/R,Q(n))→ H1D(Mπ/R,R(n)) = π
( ⊕
τ :k→C
E ⊗ R(n− 1)) .
Choosing an E-basis of π(⊕τE), and multiplying it by (2πi)n−1 to obtain an E-
basis of π(⊕τE⊗Q(n−1)), it is easy to see that Beilinson’s regulator RBei forMπ
satisfies
RBei = (2πi)
m(1−n) det[ · , · ]∞/det〈 · , · 〉 = R˜n,∞(MEπ )/det〈 · , · 〉
where all determinants are computed using the chosen E-bases.
Finally, we compare L-functions. We have
H0et(Spec(k)⊗Q,Ql) ∼=
⊕
τ :k→Q
Ql ∼= Ql ⊗Q
( ⊕
τ :k→Q
Q
)
so that H0et(Mπ,Ql) ∼= Ql ⊗ π(⊕τE) as Ql ⊗E[G]-modules. The Ql plays no role,
and as in (3.28) we see that π(⊕τ :k→QE) is dual to E[G]π as E[G]-module. As
the motivic L-function uses the geometric rather than the arithmetic Frobenius
(cf. [34, p.26]), we obtain that L(s,Mπ) of [2, § 3] is equal to L(s, χπ ⊗ id,Q).
If θ : E[G] → E[G] is the E-linear involution obtained by replacing each σ in G
with σ−1, then we need to consider M0π = Mθ(π) instead of Mπ. But the map
E[G]π ×E[G]θ(π)→ E mapping (α, β) to the coefficient of the neutral element of
G in θ(β)α is easily seen to identify E[G]θ(π) and E[G]π as dual E[G]-modules, so
that L(s,M0π) = L(s, χ∨π ⊗ id,Q).
4. More explicit K-groups and regulators
In this section we first describe an inductive procedure that conjecturally gives
K2n−1(k)Q (n ≥ 2) for any number field k. It is originally due to Zagier [54], but we
essentially give a reformulation by Deligne [21]. We also describe results concerning
Conjecture 3.18 when the action of G on E[G]π is Abelian.
In order to describe Zagier’s conjecture we need the functions
(4.1) Lin(z) =
∑
k≥1
zk
kn
(n ≥ 0)
for z in C with |z| < 1 if n = 0 or 1, and |z| ≤ 1 if n ≥ 2. In particular, Li1(z) is the
main branch of − log(1 − z). Using that dLin+1(z) = Lin(z) d log(z) they extend
to multi-valued analytic functions on C \ {0, 1}. By simultaneously continuing all
Lin along the same path one obtains single-valued functions on C \ {0, 1} (see [54,
§ 7] or [19, Remark 5.2]) by putting
(4.2) Pn(z) = πn−1
(n−1∑
j=0
bj
j!
(2 log |z|)jLin−j(z)
)
(n ≥ 1) ,
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with bj the j-th Bernoulli number and πn−1 the projection of C = R(n− 1)⊕R(n)
onto R(n− 1). These functions satisfy Pn(z¯) = Pn(z) as well as
(4.3) Pn(z) + (−1)nPn(1/z) = 0
and
(4.4) Pn(z
m) = mn−1
∑
ζm=1
Pn(ζz)
when m ≥ 1 and zm 6= 1.
We can now describe the conjecture. Let d = [k : Q], and for n ≥ 2 let B˜n(k) be
a free Abelian group on generators [x]∼n with x 6= 0, 1 in k. Define
P˜n : B˜n(k)→
(
R(n− 1)d)+
[x]∼n 7→ (Pn(σ(x)))σ:k→C ,
with
(
R(n− 1)d)+ = {(aσ)σ in R(n − 1)d such that aσ¯ = aσ}. Then we define
inductively, for n ≥ 2,
dn : B˜n(k)→

2∧
Z
k∗ if n = 2
Bn−1(k)⊗Z k∗ if n > 2
by
[x]∼n 7→
{
(1− x) ∧ x if n = 2
[x]n−1 ⊗ x if n > 2 ,
where [x]n−1 denotes the class of [x]
∼
n−1 in Bn−1(k), which is defined as
Bn(k) = B˜n(k)/Ker(dn) ∩Ker(P˜n) .
There are some universal relations, one of which is that [x]n + (−1)n[1/x]n = 0, a
consequence of (4.3).
Conjecture 4.5. If n ≥ 2 then
(1) there is an injection
Ker(dn)
Ker(dn)∩Ker(P˜n)
→ K2n−1(k)Q
with image a finitely generated group of rank equal to dimQ(K2n−1(k)Q);
(2) Beilinson’s regulator map is given by P˜n:
Ker(dn)
Ker(dn)∩Ker(P˜n)
//
(n−1)! ePn ''OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
O
K2n−1(k)Q
Q
σ:k→C
reg
∞
◦σ∗
(
R(n− 1)d)+
commutes.
Remark 4.6. For n = 2 the corresponding results were already known before
Zagier made his conjecture ([9, 51]; see also [26, § 2]).
From the results in [19, § 5] one obtains the following.
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Theorem 4.7. Let k be a number field and let n ≥ 2 be an integer. Then there is
an injection
Ψn :
Ker(dn)
Ker(dn) ∩Ker(P˜n)
→ K2n−1(k)Q
with finitely generated image, such that the diagram in Conjecture 4.5(2) commutes.
Remark 4.8. The part of Zagier’s conjecture that remains open is the question if
the rank of the image of Ψn equals dimQ(K2n−1(k)Q). For a cyclotomic field k this
holds for any n ≥ 2 as we shall recall in Example 4.10 below, but it is also known
for arbitrary number fields for n = 2, as mentioned above, or n = 3 (see [25, § 3]
and [27, Appendix]).
Remark 4.9. Although not stated explicitly in [19], it is clear from the construction
there that the map Ψn in Theorem 4.7 is natural in k. In particular, if k/Q is Galois
then Gal(k/Q) acts on Ker(dn)/Ker(dn)∩Ker(P˜n) (through the obvious action on
the generators [x]∼n ) as well as on K2n−1(k)Q, and Ψn is Gal(k/Q)-equivariant.
Example 4.10. If k is a cyclotomic field then Zagier’s conjecture is known in
full. By Theorem 4.7 it suffices to see that the rank of the image of Ψn equals
dimQ K2n−1(k)Q. For an N -th root of unity ζ 6= 1, N [ζ]n is in Ker(dn)/Ker(dn) ∩
Ker(P˜n). If k = Q(ζ) for a primitive N -th root of unity ζ with N > 2 then
dimQ K2n−1(k)Q = [k : Q]/2 for n ≥ 2, and the N [ζj ]n with 1 < j < N/2 and
gcd(j,N) = 1 have R-independent images under P˜n [54, pp.420–422] so that they
are Z-independent in Ker(dn)/Ker(dn) ∩ Ker(P˜n), and the same holds for their
images under the injective map Ψn. For k = Q one can easily check directly from
Theorem 4.7 and (4.2) that for odd n ≥ 2 the element 2Ψ([−1]n) is non-zero.
For the p-adic regulator we need to describe the p-adic polylogarithms introduced
in [16]. We first make a choice of a branch of the p-adic logarithm. Recall that a
homomorphism logp : O∗Cp → Cp is uniquely determined by the requirement that
for |x|p < 1 it is given by the usual power series for log(1 + x). To extend it to a
homomorphism logp : Cp
∗ → Cp it suffices to make an arbitrary choice of logp(p).
Any such extension will be called a branch of the p-adic polylogarithm. In what
follows we fix one such choice.
Coleman first produced the p-adic polylogarithm out of a more extensive theory
of what is now called Coleman integration. For the p-adic polylogarithm it is,
however, possible to give a more elementary and explicit theory. To do this, consider
the class of functions f : Cp \ {1} → Cp that satisfy the following properties:
(1) for any a ∈ Cp with |a− 1|p = 1 we have a power series expansion for f(z)
in z − a that converges for |z − a|p < 1;
(2) for 0 < |z − 1|p < 1 (resp. |z|p > 1) f(z) is given by a polynomial in
logp(z − 1) (resp. logp(1/z)) with coefficients that are Laurent series in
z − 1 (resp. 1/z), convergent for 0 < |z − 1|p < 1 (resp. |z|p > 1).
It is easy to see that differentiation sends this class surjectively onto itself. The
p-adic polylogarithms are functions Lin,p(z) (n ≥ 0) in this class with the following
properties:
(1) Li0,p(z) =
z
1−z ;
(2) Lin,p(0) = 0 for n ≥ 0;
(3) dLin+1,p(z) = Lin,p(z)
dz
z for n ≥ 0;
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(4) for every n ≥ 0 there is a power series gn(v), convergent for |v|p < p1/(p−1),
such that gn(1/(1− z)) = Lin,p(z)− 1pnLin,p(zp) when |z− 1|p > p−1/(p−1).
Note that 1/z has a singularity at 0 but Lin,p(z)/z does not, because of the as-
sumption that Lin,p(0) = 0. In fact, it is easy to see that Lin,p(z) is given by the
p-adically convergent power series (4.1) for |z|p < 1.
In [6] two of the authors of the present work described an efficient algorithm for
the computation of p-adic polylogarithms up to a prescribed precision. This will be
used in Section 7 to compute the p-adic regulator for n ≥ 2 that we now proceed
to describe in terms of suitable combinations of logn−mp (z)Lim(z).
By Proposition 6.4 and the correct version of Proposition 6.1 of [16] the Lin,p(z)
for n ≥ 0 and z in Cp \ {1} satisfy
Lin,p(z) + (−1)nLin,p(1/z) = − 1
n!
lognp (z)
when z 6= 0, and
(4.11) Lin,p(z
m) = mn−1
∑
ζm=1
Lin,p(ζz)
when m ≥ 1 and zm 6= 1.
For z in Cp \ {0, 1} and fixed n ≥ 2, we define
(4.12) Pn,p(z) =
n−1∑
j=0
cj log
j
p(z)Lin−j(z) (n ≥ 2)
for any cj in Cp satisfying c0 = 1 and
∑n−1
j=0 cj/(n − j)! = 0, so that Pn,p(z) +
(−1)nPn,p(1/z) = 0. This is the case for cj = bj with bj the j-th Bernoulli numbers
as before, although the resulting formula is different from (4.2). Another possible
natural candidate for the function Pn,p(z) is Ln(z) + Ln−1(z) logp(z)/n, where
Ln(z) =
n−1∑
m=0
(−1)m
m!
logmp (z)Lin−m(z)
(see [5, (1.3) and Remark 1.5]).
The relations corresponding to (4.3) and (4.11) for Pn,p(z) (n ≥ 2) are then
Pn,p(z) + (−1)nPn,p(1/z) = 0
when z 6= 0, 1, and
(4.13) Pn,p(z
m) = mn−1
∑
ζm=1
Pn,p(ζz)
when m ≥ 1 and zm 6= 0, 1.
For any branch of the p-adic logarithm one then has the following result for the
p-adic regulator map (see [5, Theorem 1.10 or page 909]). Since its formulation
depends on the embedding of k we deal with one such embedding at a time.
Theorem 4.14. Let k be a number field, and let F ⊂ Qp be the topological closure
of the Galois closure of any embedding k → Qp. For σ : k → F let
Bσn(k) = 〈[x]n | σ(x), 1− σ(x) are in O∗Cp〉 ⊆ Bn(k) =
B˜n(k)
Ker(dn)∩Ker(P˜n)
.
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Then
B˜n(k)→ F
[x]n 7→ Pn,p(σ(x))
induces a map
Pσn,p : B
σ
n(k)→ F
and the solid arrows in
Bσn(k) ∩Ker(dn) 

//
(n−1)!Pσn,p
++XXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXX
Ker(dn)
Ker(dn)∩Ker(P˜n)
Ψn
//
(n−1)!Pσn,p
''
K2n−1(k)Q
regp◦σ∗

F
form a commutative diagram.
Remark 4.15. It was conjectured in [5, Conjecture 1.14] that the dotted arrow
exists and that the full diagram commutes. This is known to hold for N [ζ]n if ζ is
any N -th root of unity other than 1 (see Theorem 1.12 of loc. cit.).
Remark 4.16. The formulae for the complex and p-adic regulators involved in The-
orems 4.7 and 4.14 are stated up to sign in [19, Proposition 4.1] (with a normalizing
factor) and [5, Theorem 1.10(2) or Proposition 7.14] respectively, since they depend
on the choice of Ψn, which is natural only up to sign. In the p-adic case it is clear
from [5, Proposition 7.10] that the sign is (−1)n if the “relativity isomorphism” in
the p-adic case is normalized as in Proposition 5.7 of loc. cit. and the K-theoretic
relativity isomorphism as in (3.1) of loc. cit. corresponds to this under the naturality
of the regulator map. In order to see that the sign for the complex regulator is the
same with the same choice of Ψn, we observe that one can use the techniques of [5,
Appendix A and Section 5] to describe the target for the complex regulator of [z]n
with z in C\{0, 1} in [19] by means of a complex with the same formal structure as in
[5, Definition 5.2], but using R(n−1)-valued C∞-forms ψ with logarithmic poles on
copies of (P1C\{1, z})j indexed by increasing functions f : [1, . . . , j]→ [1, . . . , n− 1].
Using the maps ψ 7→ ∫
(P1
C
)j
d arg(tf(1)) ∧ · · · ∧ d arg(tf(j)) ∧ ψ for a j-form ψ with
index f : [1, . . . , j] → [1, . . . , n − 1], and suitable normalizing factors, one writes
down an R-linear map Π∞ on such forms, with values in R(n − 1), that vanishes
on exact forms and satisfies the analogous normalization condition as Π = Πp in
[5, Proposition 5.7]. Moreover, as in [19, Section 2.5] one sees that the subcom-
plex of forms on the component where j = n − 1 that vanish if some tl = 0 or
∞ gives a quasi-isomorphism under inclusion, and that the image of the regulator
of [z]n is given by εn(z) as in Section 4 of loc. cit. (up to sign since one has to
use the correct formula for ωn, which can be obtained as in [5, Section 6]). Using
the computations on pages 236 and 237] of [19] one then sees that Π∞ maps εn(z)
to (−1)n(n − 1)!P ♭n(z), where P ♭n(z) = πn−1
(∑n−1
l=0
1
l! (− log |z|)lLin−l(z)
)
, which
induces the same map on Ker(dn)/Ker(dn)∩Ker(P˜n) as (−1)n(n−1)!Pn(z). Since
the relativity isomorphism in K-theory only depends on a choice of tl = 0 or ∞
for l = 1, . . . , n − 1 this shows that the signs in the formulae for the complex and
p-adic regulators of [z]n match for the same choice of Ψn, and we adjust Ψn so that
those signs disappear.
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We conclude this section by considering Conjecture 3.18 when the action of G
on E[G]π is Abelian.
Proposition 4.17. Let N ≥ 2, k = Q(µN ), G = Gal(k/Q) = (Z/NZ)∗ where a in
(Z/NZ)∗ corresponds to ψa in G satisfying ψa(ζ) = ζ
a for all roots of unity ζ in k.
Assume that E contains a root of unity of order equal to the exponent of G and let
π in E[G] be the idempotent corresponding to an irreducible character χ of G. Then
parts (1), (2) and (3) of Conjecture 3.18 hold for π and n ≥ 2 if χ(−1) = (−1)n−1.
Proof. That Conjecture 3.18(1) holds in this case is well-known (cf. [39]) but we
make it explicit here for part (3) of the conjecture (cf. [30, Proposition 3.1]).
We deal with the case N = 2 later so by Remark 3.23(1) we may assume N > 2
and χ primitive. The idempotent π corresponding to χ is |G|−1∑′Na=1 χ−1(a)⊗ψa,
where the prime indicates that we sum over a that are relatively prime to N .
Note that by our assumption on χ(−1) and Proposition 3.8 the dimension of
K2n−1(M
E
π ) equals 1. Fixing a generator ζ of µN ⊂ k∗ we use π, π(1 ⊗ ζ) and
π(1⊗ [ζ]n) as basis vectors of E[G]π, MEπ and K2n−1(MEπ ) respectively, where we
simplify notation by writing [ζ]n instead of Ψn([ζ]n) as in Theorem 4.7.
In order to verify (1) in E ⊗Q C it suffices by Remark 3.19(2) to consider all
embeddings σ : E → C. If η = φ∞(ζ) with φ∞ as in Section 3 then the σ-
component of D(MEπ )
1/2,∞ becomes
D(MEπ )
1/2,∞
σ = |G|−1
N∑
a=1
′
χ−1σ (a)η
a = N |G|−1
(
N∑
a=1
′
χσ(a)η
−a
)−1
by [36, (3) on p.84]. Similarly, by Theorem 4.7 the σ-component of Rn,∞(M
E
π ) is
Rn,∞(M
E
π )σ = (n−1)! |G|−1
N∑
a=1
′
χ−1σ (a)Pn(η
a) = (n−1)! |G|−1
N∑
a=1
′
χ−1σ (a)Lin(η
a)
because Pn(η
a) = (Lin(η
a) + χ−1σ (−1)Lin(η−a))/2 by our assumption on χ(−1),
where Lin is computed using the power series in (4.1). They relate to the σ-
component of L(n, χ,Q) via L(n, χσ,Q) = (n − 1)!−1Rn,∞(MEπ )σ/D(MEπ )1/2,∞σ
according to (2) on page 172 of [16] with the correct sign in the exponent of the
Gauss sum as used here (cf. [54, p. 421]). Since L(n, χσ,Q) 6= 0 this also shows
that π(1⊗ [ζ]n) gives a basis of K2n−1(MEπ ) as claimed.
Similarly, for (2) and (3) we consider all embeddings τ : E → Qp. If φp(ζ) = ηp
then the τ -component of D(MEπ )
1/2,p is N |G|−1(∑′Na=1 χτ (a)η−ap )−1 and the τ -
component of Rn,p(M
E
π ) equals (n−1)! |G|−1
∑′N
a=1 χ
−1
τ (a)Pn,p(η
a
p) by Remark 4.15,
independent of our assumption on χ(−1). By (3) on page 172 of [16] we have
Lp(n, χτω
1−n
p ,Q) = (n− 1)!−1Eulp(k, χτ ,Q)Rn,p(MEπ )τ/D(MEπ )1/2,pτ .
Therefore Conjecture 3.18(1)-(3) hold with e(n,MEπ ) = ep(n,M
E
π ) in Q
∗ ⊆ E∗.
Now assume that N = 2 so that χ is the trivial character 1, π = 1 and n ≥ 2
is odd. Taking 1, 1 ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ [−1]n as bases of E[G] = E, MEπ = E ⊗ Q and
K2n−1(Q)E we find from Theorem 4.7, (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4) that
L(n, 1,Q) = ζ(n) =
2n−1
1− 2n−1Pn(−1) =
2n−1
(n− 1)!(1− 2n−1)Rn,∞(M
E
1 ) ,
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again proving that [−1]n gives a basis for K2n−1(Q)Q. Coleman proves that
Lp(n, ω
1−n
p ,Q) = (1− p−n) lim
x→1
′ Lin,p(x)
where the limit is taken in any subfield of Cp that is of finite ramification degree
over Qp. But by (4.12) and (4.13) we can rewrite this as
Lp(n, ω
1−n
p ,Q) =
(1− p−n)2n−1
1− 2n−1 Pn,p(−1) =
(1− p−n)2n−1
(n− 1)!(1− 2n−1)R
p
n,∞(M1) .

Remark 4.18. The π in the proof of Proposition 4.17 are primitive in the sense
of Definition 3.13. So, by Remarks 3.21(4) and 3.23(1), if Conjecture 3.18 applies
to π in E[G], then parts (1), (2) and (3) of it hold for π for any E if the action on
E[G]π is Abelian. In particular, parts (1) and (2) of Conjecture 2.17 hold for any
totally real Abelian number field by Remark 3.21.
Remark 4.19. Computer calculations show that Lp(n, ω
1−n
p ,Q) is in Q
∗
p when
p = 2, . . . , 19 and n = 2, . . . , 20 is odd, verifying Conjecture 2.17(3) in those cases.
Similarly, with notation and assumptions as in Proposition 4.17, for the 470 primi-
tive characters χ of Gal(Q(µN )/Q) = (Z/NZ)
∗ with 2 ≤ N ≤ 50, Lp(n, χ⊗ω1−np ,Q)
lies in (E⊗Qp)∗ for those values of p and n = 2, . . . , 20 whenever χ(−1) = (−1)n−1.
Thus Conjecture 3.18(4) also holds in those cases.
5. Computing K-groups in practice
Let n ≥ 2. It follows from Theorem 4.7 that Zagier’s approach as described
in Section 4 can be used to obtain at least some part of K2n−1(k)Q. Using the
notation introduced in Section 4, in order to carry this approach out in practice
one starts with two sets S ⊆ S′ of primes of Ok and considers only [x]∼n where x is
an S-unit and 1−x is an S′-unit. When we consider several hundred of such [x]∼n ’s
(and avoid using both [x]∼n and [1/x]
∼
n since [x]n + (−1)n[1/x]n = 0 as mentioned
in Section 4) this method is well suited to computer calculations. The only point
in Zagier’s approach that cannot be carried out algebraically is to determine which
elements in Ker(d˜n) are actually in Ker(d˜n)∩Ker(P˜n). This is done using standard
methods for finding linear relations between the P˜n(αj)’s for a basis {αj} of Ker(d˜n)
with small integral coefficients. Typically, we used about the first 50 decimals after
the decimal point of all the polylogarithms of all elements of k involved in the αj
embedded into C in all possible ways. The relations that were found this way were
then verified to hold up to at least 30 additional decimal places. As a final check,
when Ker(dn) had the same rank as K2n−1(k) the number q in (2.4) (but now using
the regulator V˜n(k) for the subgroup of K2n−1(k)Q we obtained rather than Vn(k);
cf. Remark 2.19) was computed with a working precision of up to 120 decimals. It
turned out that its reciprocal looked rational rather convincingly.
For example, for the cubic field k = Q[x]/(x3 − x2 − 3x + 1) with discriminant
148, one of the fields used in Example 7.1, we find for ζk(n)|Dk|1/2/V˜n(k) the values
− 1.7531044558071585098612125639152666179693206722× 10−2 (n = 3)
− 4.1170685884062518549452525064367732455835167754× 10−9 (n = 5)
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with reciprocals
− 57.041666666666666666666666666666666666666666662 (n = 3)
− 242891265.59999999999999999999999999999999999998 (n = 5) .
As the calculation of a basis of K2n−1(k)Q, using the method outlined above,
tends to take (substantially) longer when [k : Q], the absolute value of the discrim-
inant of k, or n increase, we describe two straightforward methods to reduce this.
They, and most of our arguments below, will rely on Remark 3.22.
Method 5.1. If k is an Abelian extension of Q, hence is contained in a cyclotomic
field k′, then we can find K2n−1(k)Q by computing K2n−1(k
′)Q as in Example 4.10
and applying Remark 3.22 (using Remark 4.9).
Since parts (1), (2) and (3) of Conjecture 3.18 are known for all idempotents of
E[G] to which it applies if G is Abelian by Remark 3.21 and Proposition 4.17, this
will not be used for verifying Conjecture 3.18. Instead, in the cases that we shall
consider we rely on the following method in order to find the K-groups.
Method 5.2. Let k/Q be Galois with Galois group G, E/Q any extension, and M
an irreducible E[G]-module in K2n−1(k)E. If H is a subgroup of G with M
H 6= 0
then M ⊆ E[G]·K2n−1(kH)Q. If for every irreducible M we can take H 6= {e}, then
we reduce to finding K2n−1(l)Q together with the action of G on it inside K2n−1(k)Q
for proper subfields l of k.
We now discuss in Examples 5.3, 5.5 and 5.7 how to use Method 5.2 for certain
Galois extensions k/Q. In the decomposition of K2n−1(k)E according to central
idempotents πi of E[G] as in Section 3 we concentrate on those primitive central πi
for which the action on E[G]πi is not Abelian and describe corresponding primitive
idempotents π (as in Definition 3.13(2)) for later use. Due to restrictions on when
we can calculate the p-adic L-functions numerically (see Section 6) we only consider
k that are Abelian over a quadratic subfield. Of course Proposition 3.12 describes
when Conjecture 3.18 applies to π, but we work out the structure of the K-groups
and the Galois action in more detail.
Example 5.3. Let k/Q be an S3-extension with quadratic subextension q. With
E = Q and σ in G of order three, π1 = (e + σ + σ
2)/3 and π2 = 1 − π1 are
orthogonal central idempotents with π2 primitive (as in Definition 3.13(2)). In
Q[G] = Q[G]π1 ⊕ Q[G]π2 the first summand consists of Abelian representations
of G and the last of two copies of the irreducible 2-dimensional representation V
of G. A corresponding primitive idempotent for π2 is π = π2πH for any subgroup
H = 〈τ〉 of G of order 2 where πH = (e+ τ)/2.
By Remark 3.22 we have π1K2n−1(k)Q = K2n−1(q)Q so that
(5.4) K2n−1(k)Q = K2n−1(q)Q ⊕ π2K2n−1(k)Q .
The last summand is a Q[G]-module isomorphic to V tn for some tn ≥ 0. As
V = πV ⊕ τ ′πV for any τ ′ 6= τ of order 2, we find, if c = kH ,
π2K2n−1(k)Q = π2K2n−1(c)Q ⊕ τ ′π2K2n−1(c)Q
again by Remark 3.22. So we reduce to the calculation ofK2n−1(q)Q andK2n−1(c)Q
together with the action of G on the latter.
A dimension count in (5.4) using Theorem 2.2 determines tn. We distinguish
two cases.
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Case 1. If q is real then tn = 0 for n even and 2 for n odd.
Case 2. If q is imaginary then tn = 1.
Conjecture 3.18 applies to π when tn = 2.
Example 5.5. Let k/Q be a D8-extension where D8 = 〈σ, τ |σ4 = τ2 = (στ)2 = e〉.
We fix an isomorphism G = Gal(k/Q) ∼= D8 and use notation as in Figure 5.1.
{e}
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o



??
??
??
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
〈τ〉 〈σ2τ〉 〈σ2〉 〈στ〉 〈σ3τ〉
〈τ, σ2〉
??????

〈σ〉 〈στ, σ2〉
?????

D8
??????

k
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o



??
??
??
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
O
k1 k2 k3 k4 k5
q1
??????

q2 q3
??????

Q
??????

Figure 5.1. The subgroups of G = D8 and their fixed fields in k/Q.
Then Q[G] = Q[G]π1⊕Q[G]π2 where π1 = (1+σ2)/2 and π2 = 1−π1 are orthogonal
central idempotents. The first term is an Abelian representation of G and the
second as a Q[G]-module is isomorphic to V 2 for V the irreducible 2-dimensional
representation ofG over Q. Then π2 is a primitive central idempotent and π = π2πH
a corresponding primitive idempotent if we let H = 〈τ〉 and πH = (1 + τ)/2.
Since π1K2n−1(k)Q = K2n−1(k3)Q by Remark 3.22, for K2n−1(k)Q we find
(5.6) K2n−1(k)Q = K2n−1(k3)Q ⊕ π2K2n−1(k)Q
with the second term a Q[G]-module isomorphic with V tn for some tn ≥ 0. If τ ′
in G has order two and does not commute with τ then V = πV ⊕ τ ′πV , so by
Remark 3.22 we obtain
K2n−1(k)Q = K2n−1(k3)Q ⊕ π2K2n−1(k1)Q ⊕ τ ′π2K2n−1(k1)Q
and we reduce to the calculation of K2n−1(k3)Q and K2n−1(k1)Q together with the
action of G on the latter.
We can find tn by counting dimensions in (5.6), and distinguish three cases.
Case 1. For k3 and k totally real tn = 0 for n even and tn = 2 for n odd.
Case 2. For k3 totally real but k not tn = 2 for n even and tn = 0 for n odd.
Case 3. For k3 not totally real tn = 1.
Again Conjecture 3.18 applies to π when tn = 2.
Example 5.7. Let k/Q be an S3 × Z/3Z-extension, identify G = Gal(k/Q) and
S3 × Z/3Z via a fixed isomorphism, and choose a generator σ of A3 ⊂ S3. Let q
be the quadratic subfield of k, s′ the fixed field of A3 × {0}, s′′ the fixed field of
{e} × Z/3Z and si for i = 1, 2 the fixed field of Hi = 〈(σ, i)〉.
If E is an extension of Q that contains a primitive third root of unity ζ3 then
(5.8)
E[G] = E[G]π1 ⊕ E[G]π2 ⊕ E[G]π3 ⊕ E[G]π4
∼= E[Z/6Z]⊕W 21 ⊕W 2ζ3 ⊕W 2ζ23
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where
π1 = ((e, 0) + (σ, 0) + (σ
2, 0))/3
π2 = (1− π1)((e, 0) + (e, 1) + (e, 2))/3
π3 = (1− π1)((e, 0) + ζ23 (e, 1) + ζ3(e, 2))/3
π4 = (1− π1)((e, 0) + ζ3(e, 1) + ζ23 (e, 2))/3
are orthogonal central idempotents of E[G] satisfying π1+π2+π3+π4 = (e, 0), and
Wa is the irreducible representation of G given by (ρ,m)(v) = a
mρ(v) for v in the
irreducible 2-dimensional representation of S3. With πHi =
1
3
∑
h∈Hi
h, a primitive
idempotent corresponding to the primitive central idempotent πj (j = 3, 4) is
π = πjπHi .
Using Remark 3.22 for A3 × {0} and {e} × Z/3Z we see that
K2n−1(k)E = π1K2n−1(k)E ⊕ π2K2n−1(k)E ⊕ π3K2n−1(k)E ⊕ π4K2n−1(k)E
= K2n−1(s
′)E ⊕ (1− π1)K2n−1(s′′)E ⊕ π3K2n−1(k)E ⊕ π4K2n−1(k)E .
Because Wa =W
H1
a ⊕WH2a when a 6= 1 we have
πjK2n−1(k)E = πjK2n−1(s1)E ⊕ πjK2n−1(s2)E (j = 3, 4)
so that we reduce to the calculation of K2n−1(s)Q for the sextic subfields s of k,
together with the action of G when s = s′′, s1 or s2.
We have π3K2n−1(k)E ∼= W tnζ3 and π4K2n−1(k)E ∼= W tnζ23 for the same tn as one
sees by taking E = Q(ζ3) and considering the obvious action of Gal(E/Q) on E[G].
Since the dimension of (1−π1)K2n−1(s′′)E was obtained in Example 5.3 we get the
following results for tn.
Case 1. For q real tn = 0 when n is even and tn = 2 when n is odd.
Case 2. For q imaginary tn = 1.
Conjecture 3.18 applies to π corresponding to πj (j = 3, 4) when tn = 2.
We finish this section with a result that was promised in Remark 3.20(1). Note
that the assumption dimE(E[G]π) = dimE(πK2n−1(k)E) is not needed here: we
consider the regulator map with values in π(⊕τ :k→CE ⊗ R(n − 1))+ obtained
from (2.3), and use Beilinson’s regulator RBei comparing E-structures as in Re-
mark 3.24. Beilinson’s conjecture [2, Conjecture 3.4] states that the order of van-
ishing at s = 1− n of L(s, χ∨π ⊗ id,Q) should be dimE(πK2n−1(k)E) and that the
first non-vanishing coefficient at s = 1− n equals
L♯(1− n, χ∨π ⊗ id,Q) = eRBei
for some e in E∗.
Proposition 5.9. Let k be a G = S3-extension (resp. G = D8-extension) of Q, and
let n ≥ 2. Then this conjecture holds for any primitive idempotent π corresponding
to π2 in Example 5.3 (resp. Example 5.5).
Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove this when E = Q. If G = S3 then by Re-
mark 3.21(3) we may assume πH = π1πH +π with π1πH and π = π2πH orthogonal
idempotents, where we use notation as in Example 5.3. The conjecture for πH
follows from Theorem 2.2 for c = kH by the arguments of Remark 3.23 and the
functional equation (2.6) of ζc(s). Similarly, it holds for π1πH =
1
6
∑
g∈G g, where
it corresponds to that theorem for kG = Q, and it follows that it must hold for π
as well. If G = D8 the argument is identical, using Theorem 2.2 for k1 and q1. 
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6. Computing p-adic L-functions
We briefly sketch the method used to compute values of p-adic L-functions of
1-dimensional Artin characters. Values of p-adic L-functions of characters of higher
dimension can then be deduced using (2.11). The method we employ is somewhat
similar to, but more technical than the construction in [18], and generalizes the
one used in [45] to compute values of p-adic L-functions of real quadratic fields at
s = 1. Note that several modifications are necessary compared to [18] since the
construction there is for partial ζ-functions of the ray class modulo p whereas we
need to work with partial ζ-functions of arbitrary class groups. Also, we need to
replace p = 2 in a certain number of results by q = 4. We leave it to the careful
reader to check that these changes are indeed possible, or refer to the forthcoming
article [44] where the details of the actual method used will be given.
Let k be a totally real number field and let d = [k : Q]. Let χ be a Qp-valued
1-dimensional Artin character of Gal(k/k). As in Section 2, we let q = p if p is odd,
and q = 4 if p = 2.
By class field theory, χ can be viewed as a character of a suitable ray class group
of k. We denote by f the conductor of χ, which is an integral ideal of k, and we
let g be the modulus with infinite part g∞ consisting of all infinite places of k,
and finite part g0 equal to the least common multiple of f and q. Let a1, . . . , ah
be representatives of the classes of the ray class group of k modulo g, and let
ζai(s), i = 1, . . . , h, be the corresponding partial ζ-functions. According to [40,
Chapter VII, p.526] we have, for any isomorphism σ : Qp → C,
h∑
i=1
σ ◦ χ(ai)ζai(s) = Eulp(s, σ ◦ χ, k)L(s, σ ◦ χ, k) .
Since all ζai(m) are rational for integers m ≤ 0 by loc. cit. Chapter VII, Corol-
lary 9.9, we may identify them with σ−1(ζai(m)) in Qp. Thus for such m we have
(6.1)
h∑
i=1
χ(ai)ζai(m) = Eul
∗
p(m,χ, k)L
∗(m,χ, k)
where L∗(m,χ, k) and Eul∗p(m,χ, k) are as in (2.7) and (2.8).
Now let β 6= 1 in Ok be such that
(1) β ≡ 1 (mod g0) and v(β) > 0 for every infinite place v of k;
(2) Ok/(β) ≃ Z/bZ, where b = N (β) is the norm of the principal ideal (β).
Scaling the measures obtained in [18, Lemme 4.4] for the ai we obtain Qp-valued
measures λ˜i (i = 1, . . . , d) on Z
d
p, depending on β and ai, such that for all integers
m ≤ 0,
(bm−1 − 1)ζai(m) = (−1)dmN (ai)−m
∫
(x1 · · ·xd)−m dλ˜i .
The proof of Lemma 4.3 of loc. cit. shows, contrary to the statement of that lemma,
that the measures λ˜i are supported on (−1 + qZp)d. Therefore pulling back over
multiplication by −1 on Zdp we obtain measures λi on Zdp, supported on (1+ qZp)d,
such that, for the same m,
(6.2) (bm−1 − 1)ζai(m) = N (ai)−m
∫
(x1 · · ·xd)−m dλi .
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For a fixed x in 1 + qZp the function s 7→ xs is defined and analytic on Zp.
Since, in general, N (ai) will not be congruent to 1 modulo q, we do the following.
For any integer l and any integral ideal a of k that is coprime to p, the function
s 7→ ωp(a)l〈Na〉−s is an analytic Zp-valued function on Zp, whose value equals
N (a)−m at any integer m with m+ l ≡ 0 (mod ϕ(q)). We define the p-adic partial
ζ-function of the class of ai by mapping s in Zp \ {1} to
ζp,ai(s) =
(
bs−1 − 1)−1 〈N (ai)〉−s ∫ ′(x1 · · ·xd)−s dλi ,
where ′ indicates that we restricted the domain of integration to (1 + qZp)
d.
Let Ψi be the function defined by the above integral, that is, for s in Zp,
Ψi(s) =
∫ ′
(x1 · · ·xd)−s dλi .
For a in Zp with |a−1|p ≤ q−1, and s in Zp, one can write a−s = expp(−s logp(a)),
where expp and logp are the p-adic exponential and logarithm functions respectively;
and thus the function s 7→ a−s can be expressed as a power series with coefficients in
Zp, where the coefficient of s
m has absolute value at most q−mpm/(p−1). Developing
(x1 · · ·xd)−s in this way as a power series of s and using the fact that the measures
λi have bounded norm by [18, Lemme 4.2 bis], we see that Ψi(s) can also be
expressed as a power series in Qp[[s]] where the absolute value of the coefficient
of sm is at most Ciq
−mpm/(p−1) for some Ci > 0. In the same way, the function
s 7→ 〈N (ai)〉−s can be expressed as a power series in Zp[[s]] whose coefficients
satisfy the same bounds. Similarly, since the only solution for s of bs−1 = 1 with
|s| < qp−1/(p−1) is s = 1, it follows from the p-adic Weierstrass preparation theorem
that the function s 7→ bs−1−1 can be expressed as the product of a power of p, the
polynomial s−1, and an invertible power series in Zp[[s]] with the absolute value of
the coefficient of sm bounded by q−mpm/(p−1). Therefore ζp,ai(s) can be expressed
as the quotient of a power series in Qp[[s]] with the absolute value of the coefficient
of sm bounded by C ′iq
−mpm/(p−1) with C ′i > 0, and s− 1.
If we define p-adic functions of s,
(6.3) L(l)p (s, χ, k) =
h∑
i=1
ωp(ai)
lχ(ai)ζp,ai(s) (l modulo φ(q)) ,
then it follows from (6.1), (6.2), and the equality ζp,ai(m) = ωp(ai)
mζai(m) for any
integer m ≤ 0, that
(6.4) L(l)p (m,χ, k) = Eul
∗
p(m,χ, k)L
∗(m,χ, k)
for all non-positive m such that l +m ≡ 0 modulo ϕ(q). In particular, the p-adic
L-function of χ is given by Lp(s, χ, k) = L
(−1)
p (s, χ, k). Moreover, its residue at
s = 1 is zero if χ is non-trivial because the functions ωp(ai)
−1ζp,ai(s) all have the
same residue there by [18, Corollaire on page 388].
The estimates on the coefficients of the power series expansions above imply the
claims in Theorem 2.9(1). Through the p-adic Weierstrass preparation theorem
they also imply that the function in (2.11) can be written as the quotient of a
power series in Qp(χ)[[s]] that converges for s in Cp with |s| < qp−1/(p−1), and a
polynomial in Qp(χ)[s].
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We note in passing that if l is any integer then
Lp(s, χω
l
p, k) =
h∑
i=1
ωp(ai)
l−1χ(ai)ζp,ai(s) = L
(l−1)
p (s, χ, k) ,
so that we obtain from (6.4) that
Lp(m,χω
l
p, k) = Eul
∗
p(m,χ, k)L
∗(m,χ, k)
for all m ≤ 0 with l +m ≡ 1 modulo ϕ(q), as stated in Remark 2.13.
In order to compute L(s, χ, k) for a fixed s in Zp, it suffices to compute ζp,ai(s),
for which one mainly has to compute the Ψi(s). The measures λi can be represented
as power series in d variables,
Fi(w1, . . . , wd) =
∑
n1,...,nd≥0
ai,n1,...,ndw
n1
1 · · ·wndd ,
with (bounded) coefficients
ai,n1,...,nd =
∫ (
x1
n1
)
· · ·
(
xd
nd
)
dλi
that can be computed using Shintani’s method [49], which is practical for calcula-
tions if the base field k is Q or real quadratic. On the other hand, the function h
on Zp defined by
x 7→
{
x−s if x is in 1 + qZp,
0 otherwise,
is continuous and thus admits a Mahler expansion
∑
n≥0 cs,n
(
x
n
)
, where the coeffi-
cients satisfy cs,n → 0 when n→∞ and can be easily computed recursively. Then
we have
Ψi(s) =
∫
h(x1) · · ·h(xd) dλi =
∑
n1,...,nd≥0
ai,n1,...,ndcs,n1 · · · cs,nd .
Thus, by computing enough terms in the above sum, we can get a good approx-
imation of the integral, and therefore, putting everything together, of the p-adic
L-function.
In order to apply this we make (2.10) explicit in the cases we are interested
in, writing L-functions of representations for the L-functions of the correspond-
ing characters. In particular, we write the classical L-functions of the irreducible
2-dimensional representations of S3 and D8 in Examples 5.3 and 5.5, and the irre-
ducible 2-dimensional representations Wa with a 6= 1 of S3×Z/3Z in Example 5.7,
as the L-functions of Abelian characters over quadratic fields. For later use we also
note how to write some of them in terms of ζ-functions of certain fields.
We take the field of coefficients E to be C in the remainder of this section, and
denote the trivial 1-dimensional representation of any group G by 1G.
Example 6.5. Let AltS3 be the 1-dimensional representation of S3 through the
sign character, and V the irreducible 2-dimensional representation. Since
IndS3A3 ◦ IndA3{e}(1{e}) ∼= IndS3{e}(1{e}) ∼= 1S3 ⊕AltS3 ⊕ V 2
and IndS3A3(1A3)
∼= 1S3⊕AltS3 it follows that IndS3A3(V ′) ∼= V for either non-trivial 1-
dimensional representation V ′ of A3. Applying this to the situation of Example 5.3
we see that L(s, V,Q) = L(s, V ′, q). Similarly, if H is any subgroup of S3 of
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order 2, then IndS3H (1H)
∼= 1S3 ⊕ V . In the situation of Example 5.3 this means
that ζc(s) = ζQ(s)L(s, V,Q).
Example 6.6. If D8 is as in Example 5.5, Va,b for a, b = ±1 the 1-dimensional
representation of D8 where σ acts as multiplication by a and τ by b, and V the
irreducible 2-dimensional representation, then for any subgroup H
IndD8H ◦ IndH{e}(1{e}) ∼= (⊕a,b=±1Va,b)⊕ V 2 .
If we takeH = 〈τ, σ2〉 then IndH{e}(1{e}) ∼= ⊕a,b=±1Wa,b withWa,b the 1-dimensional
representation of H where σ2 acts as multiplication by a and τ by b. Because
IndD8H (W1,b)
∼= ⊕a=±1Va,b we have IndD8H (W−1,1) ∼= IndD8H (W−1,−1) ∼= V , so with
notation as in Figure 5.1 we get L(s, V,Q) = L(s,W−1,1, q1) = L(s,W−1,−1, q1).
Similarly, IndD8〈τ〉(1〈τ〉)
∼= (⊕a=±1Va,1) ⊕ V so that ζk1(s) = ζq1(s)L(s, V,Q) as
well.
Remark 6.7. If H = 〈σ〉 in Example 6.6 then IndH{e}(1{e}) ∼= ⊕4m=1Uim with Ua
the 1-dimensional representation of 〈σ〉 where σ acts as multiplication by a. Now
IndD8H (Ua)
∼= Va,1 ⊕ Va,−1 when a = ±1 so that IndD8H (Ua) ∼= V when a 6= ±1, and
in Example 5.5 we also have L(s, V,Q) = L(s, Ui, q2) = L(s, U−i, q2).
Example 6.8. If G = S3 × Z/3Z and H = A3 × Z/3Z then
IndGH ◦ IndH{(e,0)}(1{(e,0)}) ∼=W ⊕W 21 ⊕W 2ζ3 ⊕W 2ζ23
with W the direct sum of the 1-dimensional representations of G and the Wa as in
Example 5.7. Write IndH{(e,0)}(1{(e,0)})
∼= ⊕a,bVa,b where, for a and b cubic roots
of unity, Va,b is the 1-dimensional representation of H on which (σ
m, n) acts as
multiplication by ambn. Since IndGH(⊕bV1,b) ∼=W we find by considering the action
of (e, 1) that IndGH(Va,b)
∼= Wb when a 6= 1. In particular, in the notation of
Example 5.7, we have L(s,Wb,Q) = L(s, Va,b, q) since q = k
H .
It is easy to see that the coefficients of p−s in the Euler factors of L(s,Wζ3 ,Q)
and L(s,Wζ2
3
,Q) are conjugate, but since not all of them can be real it is not
possible to express those functions in terms of ζ-functions of subfields of k.
7. Examples
In this section we describe the evidence for Conjecture 3.18 in the case of prim-
itive idempotents π in E[Gal(k/Q)] as in Examples 5.3, 5.5 and 5.7, with E = Q
in the first two and E = Q(ζ3) in the last. In the first two cases part (1) of the
conjecture is known by Proposition 5.9, but in the last case our evidence for this
part is numerical; the same holds for parts (2) through (4) in all cases.
We would like to stress that the numerical verification of part (4) of the conjecture
actually proves this part for all cases that we considered since we can check that a
element of E⊗Qp is a unit of that ring by computing a close enough approximation
of it.
For the numerical calculations of the p-adic regulator, Rn,p(M
E
π ), we assumed
that the syntomic regulator map on the subgroup ofK2n−1(k)Q described in Zagier’s
Conjecture 4.5 is given by the P˜σn,p (as in Remark 4.15). Out of the many possible
choices for Pn,p(z) as described in (4.12) we used
Pn,p(z) = Lin,p(z)− logn−1p (z)Li1(z)/n! = Lin,p(z) + logn−1p (z) logp(1− z)/n!
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since it is relatively simple from a computational point of view. The calculations
of the Pn,p(z) for the branch with logp(p) = 0 were done in versions 2.11-7, 2.12-19
and 2.12-21 of [52], using an implementation of the algorithm described in [6].
Note that the primitive idempotents in Examples 5.3 and 5.5 are unique up to
conjugation in Q[G] since they all correspond to π2. But in Example 5.7 replacing ζ3
with ζ23 changes a primitive idempotent corresponding to π3 into one corresponding
to π4, and conversely. Because the same holds for the classical and p-adic L-
functions (with values in E ⊗Q C and E ⊗Q Qp respectively), as well as the Euler
factor for p, the conjectures for primitive idempotents corresponding to π3 and π4
are actually equivalent.
In Examples 7.1, 7.4 and 7.5 we have E = Q so that we identify E⊗Q C with C,
etc., and use notation as in Remark 3.17.
Example 7.1. Let k be a totally real S3-extension of Q. Use notation as in Case 1
of Example 5.3, and let π be the primitive idempotent corresponding to π2 of that
example. Since E = Q we shall write Mπ instead of M
E
π in all notation referring
to Conjecture 3.18.
Since πK2n−1(k)Q = π2K2n−1(c)Q by Remark 3.22 we computed the K-theory
of c using the (numerical) methods of Section 5 and tried to recognize the number
(7.2) e(n,Mπ) = L(n, χπ,Q) ·D(Mπ)1/2,∞/Rn,∞(Mπ)
for n = 3 and 5 as an element of Q∗ by employing the same methods as described
in Section 5 for number fields, where L(n, χπ,Q) was computed as ζc(n)/ζQ(n)
(see Example 6.5) using Pari-GP [53]. We succeeded in all cases, and then verified
numerically for p = 2, 3, 5, 7 and 11 if Lp(n, χπω
1−n
p ,Q) 6= 0 and
(7.3) e(n,Mπ) · Eulp(n, χπ,Q) · Rn,p(Mπ)
D(Mπ)1/2,p
· Lp(n, χπω1−np ,Q)−1
in Q∗p was equal to 1.
We put our results for the four totally real S3-extensions k of Q with smallest dis-
criminants in Tables 1 through 4. Note that by Lemma 3.7 Rn,p(Mπ)/D(Mπ)
1/2,p
is in Qp and the same holds for Lp(n, χπω
1−n
p ,Q) by Lemma 3.15, so that (ap-
proximations of) those numbers can be easily represented in our tables. We have
denoted an element (a0 + a1p+ a2p
2 + · · · )× ps in Q∗p with all aj in {0, . . . , p− 1}
and a0 6= 0 by (a0.a1a2 · · · )p × ps, writing A to represent 10 when p = 11.
For the p-adic regulators we computed each Pn,p(z) up to O(p
L(p)) with pL(p)
approximately equal to 1030. The relevant part of Rn,p(Mπ)/D(Mπ)
1/2,p has been
given in the tables whenever it fitted. For the values of the p-adic L-function we
can only prove that the relative error is at most 1 + O(pM(p)), where M(2) =
72, M(3) = 47, M(5) = 32, M(7) = 26 and M(11) = 22. This proves that
Lp(n, χπω
1−n
p ,Q) does not vanish; together with the verification that (7.2) equals
1 numerically this proves part (4) of Conjecture 3.18. The value that we found
for (7.3) was 1 +O(pN(p)) with N(2) ≥ 82, N(3) ≥ 52, N(5) ≥ 36, N(7) ≥ 27 and
N(11) ≥ 24, giving numerical evidence for parts (2) and (3) of the conjecture, but
also suggesting that the relative precision of the value of the p-adic L-function is
slightly higher than we can prove, justifying the higher precision given in the tables.
Similar calculations were carried out for the next four such S3 extensions and
the same primes, with very similar results.
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The other examples proceed mostly along the same lines as Example 7.1. The
values of L(n, χπ,Q) in Examples 7.4 and 7.5 below were computed using the for-
mula at the end of Example 6.6, but in Example 7.6 the values of L(n, χEπ ,Q),
with E = Q(ζ3) for ζ3 a primitive cube root of unity, were computed using the
algorithms described in [24] and its associated program. In Examples 7.4 and 7.5
we determined if e(n, χπ) (as in (7.2)) was in Q
∗ using the methods of Section 5,
and for Example 7.6 we wrote e(n,MEπ )
−1 = 1 ⊗ a + ζ3 ⊗ b in E ⊗Q R and then
recognized a and b as integers divided by products of some relatively small primes.
In each case we then verified for p = 2, . . . , 11 if (7.3) (or its equivalent) was equal
to 1 in Qp or, for Example 7.6, in Qp(ζ3)⊗Q Q = Qp(ζ3). The precision for Pn,p(z)
and the p-adic L-functions in Examples 7.4 and 7.5 was as in Example 7.1. In
Example 7.6 all Pn,p(z) were computed up to O(p
L(p)) with pL(p) approximately
1016 since in this case the check if the equivalent of (7.3) is 1 is done in Q(ζ3)⊗Q Qp
so two coefficients are checked; the values of the p-adic L-function in this case, also
in Q(ζ3)⊗Q Qp, were determined up to multiplication by 1⊗ (1 + O(pM(p))) with
M(p) as in Example 7.1.
Example 7.4. Let k be a totally realD8-extension of Q as in Case 1 of Example 5.5,
and use notation as in that example. We again writeMπ instead ofM
E
π since E = Q
and consider odd n ≥ 2. Because πK2n−1(k)Q = π2K2n−1(k1)Q we computed
K2n−1(k1)Q numerically using the methods of Section 4. Our results with n = 3
and 5 for the first four such extensions when ordered according to the discriminant
are in Tables 5 through 8. The value that we found for (7.3) in this case was
1+O(pN(p)) where N(2) ≥ 76, N(3) ≥ 52, N(5) ≥ 34, N(7) ≥ 29 and N(11) ≥ 22.
Such calculations were also carried out for the next four such extensions, with
similar results.
Example 7.5. Let k be a CM Galois extension of Q with Gal(k/Q) ∼= D8 as
in Case 2 of Example 5.5, and use notation as in that example. We again write
Mπ instead of M
E
π since E = Q, and consider even n ≥ 2. Again πK2n−1(k)Q =
π2K2n−1(k1)Q, so we computed K2n−1(k1)Q numerically using the methods of Sec-
tion 4. We put our results at n = 2 and 4 for the first four such extensions when
ordered by the value of the (positive) discriminant in Tables 9 through 12. The
value that we found for (7.3) in this case was 1 + O(pN(p)) where N(2) ≥ 79,
N(3) ≥ 53, N(5) ≥ 35, N(7) ≥ 27 and N(11) ≥ 25. Such calculations were also
carried out for the next four such extensions, with similar results.
Example 7.6. Let k be a totally real S3 × Z/3Z extension of Q, as in Case 1 of
Example 5.7. We use notation as in that example, taking E = Q(ζ3) for a primitive
cubic root of unity ζ3. A different identification of Gal(k/Q) with S3×Z/3Z might
interchange π3 and π4 as well as corresponding primitive idempotents, but, as we
noted before, the validity of the conjecture for either is equivalent.
Since πK2n−1(k)E = π3K2n−1(s1)E we computed K2n−1(s1)Q as before. Also,
in order to speed up the calculations of the regulator we note that the action of
(e, 1) and (σ2, 0) on s1 = k
〈(σ,1)〉 is the same, so that π = π3πH1 and
(1− π1)((e, 0) + ζ3(σ, 0) + ζ23 (σ2, 0))/3 = ((e, 0) + ζ3(σ, 0) + ζ23 (σ2, 0))/3
give the same result when applied to K2n−1(s1)E . We put our results for the first
four s1, when ordered according to their discriminant, for n = 3 and 5 in Tables 13
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through 16. In Table 16 the number e(5,MEπ )
−1 is given by
−25 · 310 · 5−2 · 134 · (7 + 3ζ3) · (68− 43ζ3) · (1547202− 1603487ζ3) · (a+ bζ3)
with
a = 8482255892311139091186217686741233
and
b = 3527440500058817421018094757947617 ,
presumably because we experimentally found a subgroup of K2n−1(s1)Q that is not
close to actually being K2n−1(s1). In all cases Lp(n, χπ ⊗ ω1−np ,Q) is a unit in
E⊗Q Qp, and when we write the equivalent of (7.3) in the form 1⊗α+ ζ3⊗β then
we find that α − 1 and β are O(pN(p)) with N(2) ≥ 50, N(3) ≥ 24, N(5) ≥ 20,
N(7) ≥ 14 and N(11) ≥ 12, with in this case the precision bounded by that of
the Rn,p(M
E
π ). Since e(n,M
E
π ), D(M
E
π )
1/2,p and Eulp(n, χπ ⊗ id,Q) are units in
E ⊗Q Qp this also shows that Rn,p(MEπ ) is a unit in E ⊗Q F , as conjectured in
Conjecture 3.18(4).
Such calculations were also carried out for the next four such s1 with similar
results.
Remark 7.7. By Proposition 4.17 and Remark 3.21(1), the conjecture for π in
Example 7.1 is equivalent to Conjecture 2.17 for the field k1 in the example. The
same statement holds for π and k1 in Example 7.4 below.
Remark 7.8. In the tables we have also included the value of the constant C(χπ⊗
id) = C(χ∨π ⊗ id) in the functional equation (3.25) of L(s, χπ ⊗ id,Q) to make
possible a comparison between its prime factors and those of e(n,Mπ). Namely, for
the D(MEπ )
1/2,∞ used in the calculations, the en in (3.26) (which in our case are
independent of n) are as follows.
Table en Table en Table en Table en
1 3 5 4 9 4 13 1⊗ 9 + ζ3 ⊗ 9
2 3 6 4 10 4 14 1⊗ 9 + ζ3 ⊗ 9
3 3 7 4 11 −4 15 1⊗ 0 + ζ3 ⊗ 9
4 3 8 4 12 4 16 1⊗ 0 + ζ3 ⊗ (−9)
As can be seen from these values and Tables 1-16, in the number
δnen((n− 1)!/2)mC(χ∨π ⊗ id)n−1e(n,MEπ )
of (3.27) the larger prime factors occurring in e(n,MEπ ) are often cancelled by those
of C(χ∨π ⊗ id)n−1. This suggests that the formulation of Beilinson’s conjecture at
s = 1 − n normally involves simpler prime factors in E∗ than the formulation at
s = n in Conjecture 3.18(1), with the remaining complicated factors in our examples
quite possibly due to an awkward choice of basis for K2n−1(M
E
π ).
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Table 1. Splitting ﬁeld of x3 − x2 − 3x+ 1, where C(χpi) = 22 · 37.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = 2−2 · 3−2 · 372
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.00010101001000000010000101111100100010101110100110010110110011000000)2 × 20
3 (1.010012121202211021200001102121121100201201100121200211021212)3 × 34
5 (4.2320143330214023104113344110103131003140)5 × 56
7 (6.354304301412412415450326016336635)7 × 76
11 (2.62161235A928A3423563A7888A)11 × 116
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.00000010100111000100001100100011111010110000101001101110011000101000)2 × 22
3 (1.1202122002221002110112100012002001211111011101010220)3 × 30
5 (4.11040024440232442233024131040014140)5 × 50
7 (5.23516363226501261362543533110)7 × 70
11 (A.9542728A692401225487A278)11 × 110
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = 24 · 32 · 5−2 · 374
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.00001010110110011101000011101001000001100000100010000011011110011101)2 × 26
3 (1.200111022020102011202110020222210102001020101122110122022)3 × 312
5 (3.214210342400224303122204142313310423002)5 × 58
7 (1.2103004405355450123124426604231)7 × 710
11 (1.2069AA607609242834655465)11 × 1110
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.00000101111001110001111000010111110100101010001010001001100111100011)2 × 22
3 (1.2022122002112102001110211120022002211212022201001210)3 × 30
5 (3.34404422113121141420412040113130342)5 × 50
7 (4.66001565513622316645262615350)7 × 70
11 (1.1A26918431A09200099A81A7)11 × 110
Table 2. Splitting ﬁeld of x3 − 6x− 2, where C(χpi) = 22 · 33 · 7.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = −2−2 · 34 · 72
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.10000001110000110101010101111101011001000101111010100001000101111010)2 × 20
3 (2.1122020011220001210112202100011222122000102121211020022012)3 × 34
5 (3.4232302100220101433222440213432224202143)5 × 56
7 (4.2544363600510010013523314315122)7 × 77
11 (5.481569541633A6875525A00911)11 × 116
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.01111101110011001100110111100111100010100000100110111100101110110010)2 × 22
3 (1.1211000101210110112021221022022211101101102021011220)3 × 30
5 (2.13000020122302011221412322140400441)5 × 50
7 (4.55510152416245405156545556000)7 × 72
11 (1.14A21577033A19227344806A)11 × 110
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = −24 · 314 · 5−2 · 74
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.10101101100000101100101100100110101101111111000110011100110000011111)2 × 26
3 (2.120122222011210012110212011212210211022212221020022201)3 × 314
5 (4.040210142044334334412003042243311012202)5 × 58
7 (3.2403415331415026502116243110353)7 × 79
11 (7.160964096503643537518492)11 × 1110
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.01010111000010111011111101010101111011001011010111110100101100010111)2 × 22
3 (1.2002000121100001212101001020022211022201122100111000)3 × 30
5 (4.44311102333442121212402410333144343)5 × 50
7 (3.41526030363465662002262442000)7 × 70
11 (2.687349321A27130485753530)11 × 110
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Table 3. Splitting ﬁeld of x3 − 4x− 1, where C(χpi) = 229.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = −2−9 · 3−2 · 2292
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.01110100101010000001111100101001000110110101000001001011100111100010)2 × 20
3 (2.012012211010121011021101220021012212100110002220200211021221)3 × 34
5 (4.3433241433301132322003123241441021322342)5 × 56
7 (6.262401634562505353633061004510116)7 × 76
11 (3.6717A20401481085265342054)11 × 117
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.01100001011001101110100010111011001000000110000010000100110111111101)2 × 23
3 (2.2120211202111122100220011211121110002020101200021220)3 × 30
5 (3.03414332241433441404241012442104412)5 × 50
7 (3.24033044132523034433054506150)7 × 70
11 (9.21A61A480A10801760893710)11 × 111
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = −2−8 · 36 · 11 · 2294
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.11110110101010011011010001011100111001101011001101110111000000010001)2 × 25
3 (2.222112021012010001201220011021022211112022112001020100)3 × 316
5 (4.3414223144333221124000410221113420102)5 × 510
7 (2.5612036605646266635264251053110)7 × 710
11 (8.5A9220278400758A0193AA6)11 × 1111
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.01010000111010100010011010011100110010001101000101101100101100100011)2 × 23
3 (2.1121000022222000210222202101202022011021200021010220)3 × 30
5 (4.42011132342110332341130324344440134)5 × 50
7 (1.25032245164656402236525435500)7 × 70
11 (5.375705346AA0810959728302)11 × 110
Table 4. Splitting ﬁeld of x3 − 6x2 + 2, where C(χpi) = 22 · 34 · 5.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = 2−2 · 36 · 5
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.11110010110000001011011110010111010011100101111011011000111111110001)2 × 20
3 (2.120020100000012102010221000201210120200202222221111002100)3 × 36
5 (3.3432222440014423344440441124111231400414)5 × 54
7 (5.611651266622656555064166304513241)7 × 76
11 (2.805A8344265760A69A2490828A)11 × 116
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.10100000100110111110111110101101001001110101011111100111101100001111)2 × 22
3 (1.1120211121012011012202202010100211210110122222201210)3 × 30
5 (2.13242313233011201133333143412022134)5 × 50
7 (3.00123442142613541412624063510)7 × 70
11 (2.2725A17844929880A8412281)11 × 110
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = −25 · 318 · 52 · 324762301
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.00010100011011001110000011110010000100001101100111101000101001001110)2 × 27
3 (1.0200220011011111211112101212120212201200221122102001)3 × 318
5 (1.321100221113142104412032003401031323110)5 × 57
7 (3.5553063665305405650105042513546)7 × 710
11 (A.568607725325302A5663A746)11 × 1110
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.10111101010011001111001000001111111000110110101100010100000000001010)2 × 22
3 (1.0002101112212121121001002201100122111211210111102110)3 × 30
5 (2.30334130213120322410240113023441000)5 × 50
7 (4.62042101122332630656130062420)7 × 70
11 (5.491153185997A48326862A46)11 × 110
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Table 5. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 − x3 − 3x2 + x+ 1, where C(χpi) = 5 · 29.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = 2−6 · 3−1 · 292
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.11111010111100011100011000110000111000001111111101101000111001001001)2 × 22
3 (1.201220211120010110010200120221012101101121011201212202210212)3 × 35
5 (2.21221421224100432231134432324224211113143)5 × 53
7 (2.260524146626624605001621634435032)7 × 76
11 (2.74697855444977862531A25026)11 × 116
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.01010010100111000101001000111001101011100000001100110101111010001100)2 × 22
3 (1.1011210202202201201020222100121100002100020220220021)3 × 30
5 (4.30210324423422014142420103340302330)5 × 50
7 (1.16355063143251352506540201034)7 × 70
11 (9.9A7720A981020A9A32071790)11 × 110
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = 2−4 · 32 · 52 · 294
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.01101101001101100011000000000011101110110010001010001100111111101001)2 × 28
3 (1.0002011102111201211120012012011221112210212111112002202122)3 × 312
5 (1.030204001130134123130241412102302410321)5 × 57
7 (5.6213331545344431613600254300115)7 × 710
11 (9.98414459608789A37989AA86)11 × 1110
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.01111100101100101110101001110010110011011010001011101111000000111001)2 × 22
3 (1.1111012010001010110000200000021011010010220212100211)3 × 30
5 (4.01341421411140002024312030010110013)5 × 50
7 (4.10032134632553222245313526015)7 × 70
11 (8.6637671480756A9916284377)11 × 110
Table 6. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 − 2x3 − 3x2 + 4x+ 1, where C(χpi) = 22 · 32 · 11.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = 2−2 · 32 · 112
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.11001111111100110011011000011011110100000010001100010000111000001110)2 × 25
3 (1.101222112200111120002122200210022002021121200101112022212121)3 × 32
5 (1.3213042203212141302102134014142431100344)5 × 56
7 (1.444434205533111532005253505615656)7 × 76
11 (9.61613555149153993505670160)11 × 115
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.11110101101001001100111001001100001010010111011100011010101000010001)2 × 24
3 (1.1221211120021010011021120022021022220202012220120020)3 × 30
5 (1.03123432421241311210024333243134200)5 × 50
7 (1.20515104501535164355503412253)7 × 70
11 (4.A19905A97667183A61256312)11 × 110
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = 27 · 310 · 5−2 · 117 · 151 · 1389251
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.10101000100011001001110000000110011010000011010001100100101100100011)2 × 216
3 (2.00020011020011210121200021121000100102202022102012021120)3 × 310
5 (3.043124340101142041302443131432222411101)5 × 58
7 (3.1016042121151553442503432550426)7 × 710
11 (4.A244AA713986547114383)11 × 1113
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.01011001111000100100100110110111001110010101101110101100000001001101)2 × 24
3 (1.2200111010220200001122120000000211211201112212022102)3 × 30
5 (4.31111224412403210010123414333414223)5 × 50
7 (2.63463651641424006321031014001)7 × 70
11 (2.054143779893294A023A2760)11 × 111
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Table 7. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 − 6x2 + 6, where C(χpi) = 27 · 32.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = −28 · 32
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.11111110110101110110001001001000100111010011011111000101011110110110)2 × 210
3 (2.022112012020121000012010222021210101120000211220112222110100)3 × 32
5 (2.041234240331110012313440303434111221114)5 × 57
7 (4.126126412601443066506634321456330)7 × 76
11 (1.508753A40028580A83265A6397)11 × 116
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.00111001111010100110000110000111111000001101110001010000100110100110)2 × 22
3 (1.1102020120122110111012211100112220010211120222001022)3 × 30
5 (3.24102423421030322330312322041041320)5 × 51
7 (3.53421553111552403452502135351)7 × 70
11 (9.993168A73395501045A926A6)11 × 110
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = −225 · 310 · 5−1 · 11 · 37 · 180097
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.01000011110101000111110110010101100000101100100001110011010100110111)2 × 227
3 (1.20110210022121202120201021000120210110011111202222221202)3 × 310
5 (4.13321010222213321143100244321412404344)5 × 59
7 (1.6542260045104311315015635541014)7 × 710
11 (4.35786968692892127976707)11 × 1111
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.00100100101111111001101001011101011111110110100110100000111111010001)2 × 22
3 (1.0101222010121001211100001210022220120122121200102122)3 × 30
5 (2.44334240213144033340330341233100231)5 × 50
7 (2.43613231343555620664002413300)7 × 70
11 (A.957125591551731675713855)11 × 110
Table 8. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 − 6x2 − 4x+ 2, where C(χpi) = 25 · 17.
n = 3 e(3,Mpi)−1 = −22 · 3−2 · 172
p R3,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.10111000110111011100110001011111110001011110100001100011100001101001)2 × 27
3 (1.1001122110011102222210022111010102000101002122001210120111212)3 × 34
5 (2.1330133431400143111041343243044132341000)5 × 56
7 (1.251366021640656215554304534633666)7 × 76
11 (6.8781153571182A7A3A52578590)11 × 116
p Lp(3, χpiω
−2
p ,Q)
2 (1.01100101000011011110000111011100100110110110111011000100000101100110)2 × 25
3 (2.2111111121010122120102220010120102202210101102021112)3 × 30
5 (2.03010131243321342244201240202313243)5 × 50
7 (2.45653546525345623002012601006)7 × 70
11 (1.5054539309942A8686113521)11 × 110
n = 5 e(5,Mpi)−1 = −214 · 32 · 5−2 · 174
p R5,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.01101001100111100011100000011101100011011111111011011010000000100111)2 × 219
3 (1.0022021200111200200110022100110101220100021201020020021001)3 × 312
5 (4.41122221322441142131444023001440141102)5 × 59
7 (4.6425656621000232634542266362653)7 × 710
11 (5.30669526A542413A15559106)11 × 1110
p Lp(5, χpiω
−4
p ,Q)
2 (1.10000111001100100001010000010001000011100111101011000000110111100101)2 × 25
3 (2.1100001122200222122120000002011201000121010120122102)3 × 30
5 (1.00313434131411434403030110103232430)5 × 51
7 (4.51404541504052312152404613255)7 × 70
11 (2.A43315061300727A39739622)11 × 110
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Table 9. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 − 2x3 + 5x2 − 4x+ 2, where C(χpi) = 23 · 17.
n = 2 e(2,Mpi)−1 = −17
p R2,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.11110000011111000100011010100111010001000101111111000010111001000001)2 × 28
3 (1.2001010102220112101111101220000000012020211022222012112010122)3 × 34
5 (2.01203020434342403202140220421203111323421)5 × 54
7 (4.1140305454665411023106103225364300)7 × 74
11 (9.074667649A54466861880828A41)11 × 114
p Lp(2, χpiω
−1
p ,Q)
2 (1.10011100010001001110011010011101110110111100101101100011101101010011)2 × 26
3 (1.2211021011200210000101010021221011201210202220121211)3 × 30
5 (4.33003403101112402103034043124123020)5 × 50
7 (6.55655254400302602216266140200)7 × 70
11 (4.84968AAA0466783629843316)11 × 110
n = 4 e(4,Mpi)−1 = 24 · 32 · 173
p R4,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.01111010101011110100100110010011000001110001101011101000010011010010)2 × 215
3 (2.02020202222222212011121000222200020002221002201220201002211)3 × 310
5 (3.121141434441031100040041101320123332342)5 × 58
7 (4.30103246365105165401451263010636)7 × 78
11 (9.8864321414815928A83132426)11 × 118
p Lp(4, χpiω
−3
p ,Q)
2 (1.10101000111010101100110000110001001011001001001001010011001010011101)2 × 27
3 (1.0220110000101201002201220101112220112012211122211111)3 × 30
5 (4.24124003322330023340322023204112410)5 × 50
7 (1.34631136124161206563156313232)7 × 70
11 (6.484018160860423737043861)11 × 110
Table 10. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 − x3 + 3x2 − 2x+ 4, where C(χpi) = 5 · 41.
n = 2 e(2,Mpi)−1 = 2−3 · 5 · 41
p R2,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.00100101101010001111110110001011010111110011100101011001110011011000)2 × 26
3 (2.0021220111220210202122211101102111121010022202210012111112202)3 × 34
5 (4.2413230212134320403404223440242144143010)5 × 54
7 (5.6622665100264660251241453165220553)7 × 74
11 (2.0A380682536A50856633A5963AA)11 × 114
p Lp(2, χpiω
−1
p ,Q)
2 (1.10001100100010010110110100011001000110001101100111111011111110000000)2 × 25
3 (1.0000112110000221101100101100220112122121100200111220)3 × 30
5 (3.31322324200110323444242424141204000)5 × 51
7 (6.20642211231410105634103112315)7 × 70
11 (4.8488929AA248277415458863)11 × 110
n = 4 e(4,Mpi)−1 = 2−5 · 32 · 53 · 413
p R4,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.01101011011011001001110001011011001001100001000100001111001011100010)2 × 29
3 (2.12201221002111122111110002102122122100002111212000210102220)3 × 310
5 (3.03433213241214232102131324212010224400)5 × 58
7 (3.21341424531605465104510422214051)7 × 78
11 (A.180567AA0545A59652909A250)11 × 118
p Lp(4, χpiω
−3
p ,Q)
2 (1.11100001111100101110011000101000001100001100100001000011000001000111)2 × 26
3 (1.2110210100202111000001112120121020120200000202111102)3 × 30
5 (1.22414201312142130131112334430123200)5 × 51
7 (6.66200605216643655434600606423)7 × 70
11 (3.5059939560A2AA91106844A7)11 × 110
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Table 11. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 − 2x3 + 6x2 − 5x+ 2, where C(χpi) = 13 · 17.
n = 2 e(2,Mpi)−1 = 2−3 · 13 · 17
p R2,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.11100111011011110110000110110011010010001100010000011011000000100011)2 × 27
3 (1.001110110101022221010202101001220021110111221112100200010011)3 × 35
5 (4.12002342224442011223100142021013114003331)5 × 54
7 (6.0065051533250322312551556340446112)7 × 74
11 (9.58602382412A681650341722097)11 × 114
p Lp(2, χpiω
−1
p ,Q)
2 (1.01010001000000000001000000101011111111001100001000001100111111100100)2 × 26
3 (2.0212122200002021202200211122100200001001012201202000)3 × 31
5 (2.12300004023110442141103112001044200)5 × 50
7 (5.65035644055466446205106662353)7 × 70
11 (6.38803A213738A731776470A4)11 × 110
n = 4 e(4,Mpi)−1 = −2−5 · 32 · 133 · 173
p R4,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.01010110010100100110100011110011010001011010001010001001110111101010)2 × 210
3 (1.1111010110110112222112002001211122102011200022210022220110)3 × 311
5 (2.300041000440134413002331411231121430312)5 × 58
7 (2.63246241360463115315231424221502)7 × 78
11 (A.49299953329A1125214A939A7)11 × 118
p Lp(4, χpiω
−3
p ,Q)
2 (1.00100111010100001110011000011111110110110001001100110010111000011110)2 × 27
3 (1.2001110201210120022112022021221001220010010202222220)3 × 31
5 (4.31111034231223303224440300102101300)5 × 50
7 (3.23250645010664211233114156026)7 × 70
11 (6.722A82921527466612856704)11 × 110
Table 12. Splitting ﬁeld of x4 + 3x2 − 6x+ 6, where C(χpi) = 22 · 32 · 11.
n = 2 e(2,Mpi)−1 = −2−1 · 32 · 11
p R2,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.00011111110011010111101100110001100000010001000010010011001000110100)2 × 26
3 (2.001121000222211121002102201101101100211202000001120001201101)3 × 32
5 (4.32211042044110431112434230011130322040334)5 × 54
7 (6.460003406606016165433631101363300)7 × 75
11 (4.355421A54525023347874A49229)11 × 113
p Lp(2, χpiω
−1
p ,Q)
2 (1.11101000100101000011100111111110011101011000001101111010111100101100)2 × 25
3 (1.2022010222110011100120101011011011020010020011221012)3 × 30
5 (3.22012020201133014223242323022213400)5 × 50
7 (2.43314511556206561022451602200)7 × 71
11 (7.514814537963976728A46001)11 × 110
n = 4 e(4,Mpi)−1 = −2 · 38 · 113
p R4,p(Mpi)/D(Mpi)1/2,p
2 (1.00011101001000000111110111000101001111110011011101001101001001110101)2 × 211
3 (2.0222010120001012000101112011222120000210000112021000101001)3 × 38
5 (4.200024100322411004323111441041141020122)5 × 58
7 (5.12536440256103300364331512021150)7 × 78
11 (6.6966231827671A91984A434A7)11 × 117
p Lp(4, χpiω
−3
p ,Q)
2 (1.10111000101101010100110110100100101011000111100000010010100110001101)2 × 26
3 (1.0221110122220100011212020012222021100000010022110011)3 × 30
5 (3.44200104443132341021214030231112200)5 × 50
7 (4.44003540500226200364534021346)7 × 70
11 (5.766584290652809A28501199)11 × 110
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Table 13. Splitting ﬁeld of x6 − x5 − 6x4 + 7x3 + 4x2 − 5x+ 1, where C(χpi ⊗ id) = 22 · 5 · 19.
n = 3 e(3,MEpi )
−1 = 3−2 · 192
p R3,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.010101011100101010)2 × 24) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.111100111000011101)2 × 22)
3 1⊗ ((2.121122121210110121)3 × 34) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.100202121120121202)3 × 34)
5 1⊗ ((4.402020001241122012)5 × 53) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.402102204113114001)5 × 54)
7 1⊗ ((2.1404154326422162)7 × 76) + ζ3 ⊗ ((5.1444362630564332)7 × 76)
11 1⊗ ((6.9026829596822)11 × 116) + ζ3 ⊗ ((8.048680429402A)11 × 116)
p Lp(3, χpi⊗ ω
−2
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.010111010101101000)2 × 24) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.111111110001001011)2 × 22)
3 1⊗ ((1.120012101022112222)3 × 30) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.212202101110022110)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((1.222321004420021231)5 × 50) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.123432442320044212)5 × 50)
7 1⊗ ((6.215644553551135401)7 × 70) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.642236344041330514)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((6.6A0036761338492361)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((8.749011AA3694540145)11 × 110)
n = 5 e(5,MEpi )
−1 = 27 · 32 · 52 · 194 · (37754 + 43673ζ3)
p R5,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.000011100001001101)2 × 29) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.101010111001110110)2 × 29)
3 1⊗ ((1.110110120010021222)3 × 312) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.020220021122220210)3 × 312)
5 1⊗ ((3.020013014242432200)5 × 57) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.220134043203242432)5 × 57)
7 1⊗ ((4.15141551064450)7 × 710) + ζ3 ⊗ ((6.53120060244502)7 × 710)
11 1⊗ ((4.285500134)11 × 1112) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.A3934821906)11 × 1110)
p Lp(5, χpi⊗ ω
−4
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.110010010001000101)2 × 24) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.111111100101010110)2 × 22)
3 1⊗ ((1.211021010101222221)3 × 30) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.122212200211101011)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((1.401222401123304240)5 × 50) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.432224122043203014)5 × 50)
7 1⊗ ((2.441442356342000541)7 × 70) + ζ3 ⊗ ((3.664531413660053644)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((6.3A4A10A60052302518)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((4.7AA8843572652457A4)11 × 110)
Table 14. Splitting ﬁeld of x6 − x5 − 8x4 − x3 + 12x2 + 7x+ 1, where C(χpi ⊗ id) = 22 · 5 · 31.
n = 3 e(3,MEpi )
−1 = 2−2 · 3−2 · 312 · ζ3
p R3,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.100100010111101000)2 × 22) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.111010100101111010)2 × 20)
3 1⊗ ((1.221220200011201020)3 × 34) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.020111011200022220)3 × 34)
5 1⊗ ((1.141130342002111122)5 × 53) + ζ3 ⊗ ((4.342032011212400441)5 × 53)
7 1⊗ ((4.4505556355566640)7 × 76) + ζ3 ⊗ ((3.0610023664215014)7 × 76)
11 1⊗ ((7.3700473650A19)11 × 116) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.3659A52396880)11 × 116)
p Lp(3, χpi⊗ ω
−2
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.101110001100101000)2 × 22) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.010100111010111101)2 × 24)
3 1⊗ ((2.111112222201000112)3 × 30) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.120112022212020122)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((4.321142113321234330)5 × 50) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.130134403242024422)5 × 50)
7 1⊗ ((5.530006300632330553)7 × 70) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.200601212403230506)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((2.00762927347972431A)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((A.191A1780051997A650)11 × 110)
n = 5 e(5,MEpi )
−1 = −26 · 33 · 52 · 314 · (2 + ζ3) · (2− ζ3) · (7− 15ζ3) · (54 + 31ζ3)
p R5,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.011100011000010010)2 × 28) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.011100000000101011)2 × 28)
3 1⊗ ((2.202202022111202222)3 × 314) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.112002110200111001)3 × 315)
5 1⊗ ((3.141433024141141322)5 × 58) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.002014030014311244)5 × 57)
7 1⊗ ((6.50135302661002)7 × 710) + ζ3 ⊗ ((4.04356114536113)7 × 710)
11 1⊗ ((5.A3306A68921)11 × 1110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((3.85A6650344A)11 × 1110)
p Lp(5, χpi⊗ ω
−4
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.100110110011011000)2 × 22) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.110110100001011101)2 × 24)
3 1⊗ ((2.201101211210020202)3 × 30) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.212021202011010201)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((4.011013012410044000)5 × 50) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.431333301302323324)5 × 50)
7 1⊗ ((2.130552365243450401)7 × 70) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.601221155363314062)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((9.53274A487A14818064)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((9.89A625650825167861)11 × 110)
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Table 15. Splitting ﬁeld of x6 − x5 − 8x4 + 5x3 + 19x2 − 4x− 11, where C(χpi ⊗ id) = 5 · 139.
n = 3 e(3,MEpi )
−1 = 2−5 · 3−2 · 1392
p R3,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.000110100111100100)2 × 24) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.000011011101110010)2 × 25)
3 1⊗ ((2.102212010212021001)3 × 34) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.122111112211000220)3 × 34)
5 1⊗ ((1.400211310114320013)5 × 53) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.434230430334022423)5 × 53)
7 1⊗ ((2.2523154003106061)7 × 76) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.3200021260361110)7 × 76)
11 1⊗ ((9.4472801A61A44)11 × 116) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.7232221727046)11 × 116)
p Lp(3, χpi⊗ ω
−2
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.000100101010000101)2 × 24) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.000010100000000110)2 × 23)
3 1⊗ ((2.111012101221111220)3 × 32) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.010011111201220212)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((3.240243311024013404)5 × 50) + ζ3 ⊗ ((4.142342004244233331)5 × 52)
7 1⊗ ((6.543343430631523116)7 × 71) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.342260265363120032)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((4.8521241A647A883282)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.46220220356163464A)11 × 110)
n = 5 e(5,MEpi )
−1 = 2−4 · 32 · 52 · 1394 · (4− 5ζ3)
p R5,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.000100111100110101)2 × 210) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.011111001011110010)2 × 29)
3 1⊗ ((1.202001002112012221)3 × 313) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.021221211222021020)3 × 312)
5 1⊗ ((3.404332041431011004)5 × 57) + ζ3 ⊗ ((3.213210304101144004)5 × 57)
7 1⊗ ((4.11031052300040)7 × 710) + ζ3 ⊗ ((4.03411453000015)7 × 710)
11 1⊗ ((6.8523188534)11 × 1111) + ζ3 ⊗ ((5.2A39A447198)11 × 1110)
p Lp(5, χpi⊗ ω
−4
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.101001011001000000)2 × 24) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.000100011110101010)2 × 23)
3 1⊗ ((1.200212010102010102)3 × 31) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.122011112111021002)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((3.124113213204101323)5 × 50) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.114244212313224030)5 × 53)
7 1⊗ ((6.430024313466045624)7 × 70) + ζ3 ⊗ ((5.065261416212661354)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((5.A88931A0106A0172A3)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((3.A4151A485571789978)11 × 110)
Table 16. Splitting ﬁeld of x6−x5− 8x4 +11x3 +2x2− 5x+1, where C(χpi ⊗ id) = 22 · 32 · 13.
n = 3 e(3,MEpi )
−1 = −2−2 · 32 · 132 · ζ3
p R3,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.101100110101111100)2 × 22) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.001000001010110111)2 × 20)
3 1⊗ ((2.021221201100120120)3 × 35) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.020012210111121212)3 × 37)
5 1⊗ ((3.000431031211204434)5 × 56) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.012314421212444244)5 × 56)
7 1⊗ ((3.0426445363200511)7 × 76) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.1035504615611621)7 × 76)
11 1⊗ ((8.9799A36158285)11 × 116) + ζ3 ⊗ ((9.229923AAA0734)11 × 116)
p Lp(3, χpi⊗ ω
−2
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.100100111001100011)2 × 22) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.101001000011101110)2 × 24)
3 1⊗ ((1.022110110201121122)3 × 32) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.102110200120211001)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((2.424401443414003124)5 × 50) + ζ3 ⊗ ((4.440233034214103134)5 × 50)
7 1⊗ ((5.421026022055251515)7 × 70) + ζ3 ⊗ ((4.510213122044500212)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((A.187435006878255608)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((6.47020389393AA07A54)11 × 110)
n = 5 e(5,MEpi )
−1 = see Example 7.6
p R5,p(MEpi )/D(M
E
pi )
1/2,p
2 1⊗ ((1.001111100010111111)2 × 27) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.100110001101001011)2 × 28)
3 1⊗ ((1.100222220001012001)3 × 315) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.201100102012122102)3 × 315)
5 1⊗ ((1.302021433120040233)5 × 58) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.414010322010320220)5 × 58)
7 1⊗ ((6.54022035336014)7 × 710) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.31434160250212)7 × 710)
11 1⊗ ((9.5A062420171)11 × 1110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((A.873665790A8)11 × 1110)
p Lp(5, χpi⊗ ω
−4
p ,Q)
2 1⊗ ((1.101111101101011100)2 × 22) + ζ3 ⊗ ((1.001110000011000011)2 × 24)
3 1⊗ ((2.001012111110022002)3 × 31) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.011221210002201001)3 × 30)
5 1⊗ ((3.241120123211444141)5 × 51) + ζ3 ⊗ ((2.103430110032401010)5 × 50)
7 1⊗ ((5.454116060262152231)7 × 70) + ζ3 ⊗ ((5.160242506230053303)7 × 70)
11 1⊗ ((9.9950088486A6479846)11 × 110) + ζ3 ⊗ ((A.178492061888054088)11 × 110)
